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ABSTRACT
Studies of several models of lunar composition indicate
period of intense volcanic activity with sudden onset and approximately
exponential decllne is entirely llkely. A mechanism for sudden genera-
tion of magma is proposed on the basis of the tl.]ermalproperties of a
basalt-dunlte mixture. Factors controlllng _he migration of magma
through a dikej the formation of magma chambers and the del_sition of
!
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|INTRODUCTION
_i Most present models of the lunar surface rocks assume that they
are similar in composition to terrestrial igneous rocks. While there
_ is considerable controversy as to whether the surface morphology is
_)
predominantly a result of volcanic activity or meteorite impacts, most
f" students of lunar geology are willing to accept both types of activityi!
_' to some extent. Because of the relative importance of volcanic terrain
_I from the point of view of natural resources as well as from a scientificpoint of view, it is important that the Apollo astron uts be able o
recognize, and be prepared to cope with, any volcanic rocks which they f
[I mightencounter.
The diversity of igneous rocks on the earth illustrates the pro-
r
I found effect that relatively small changes in envlronment may have._ i
Under lux,ar comditions of reduced gravity, high vacuum, and d_fferent
(_ thermal conditions it has been suggested that the properties of the :
_J
rocks may be so unique that their igneous origin may be unreccgnizable
_! to an astronaut trained in terrestrial geology. In addition to theproblem of recognition, the morphology and texture of the lunar rocks
may be of such e character as to present engineering and mobility(1 -• problems. Highly reactive volatiles emitted from volcanos on the moon's
surface and trapped in perpetually shaded areas may present a hazard if
accidently unfrozen. ,_?_ _cs
In order tc be able to anticipate and plan against these unknown _
iI variables, it is necessary to establish a coherent quantitative theory
of igneous activity which may be tested on the earth and then extrapolated
to the moon. _Chis report presents the results of a program In which
I we have tried to develop such a theory for some of the better known
aspects of igneous activity.
i] Our approach to the study has been to subdivide each of _he three
major problems of generation, migration, and crystallization into smaller
I] well-deflned partial problems which are more susceptible to theoretical
treat_nent. For each partial problem we have attempte,, to develop a
_ mathematical model whose degree of sophistication is consistent with
-  .hur .tteJ.c.
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available experimental and/or field data, or data which may be obtained
in latex studies. We have tried, wherever possible, to present our !
models in such a way, that as data improves, modifications may be easily
made with as minor effects as possible on the value of the study.
.Z
The models include dimensional analysis, algebraic expression, and
simulation by means of digital computers. While the numerical models
frequently represent gross over-simplificationq of the processes taking -_
place in nature, they have usually made it possible to arrive at a l
more quantitative understanding of many of the igneous features observed ._
i on earth. Where there is direct _vidence that one of the factors con-
_I trolling a particular phenomenon differs significantly on the moon from
ii that observed on the earth, we have tried to determine how the phenomenonitself will dlffec. Where th re is no clear evidence how controlli g
I factors would differ, we have chosen to assume that they are identical.
L
| Where there appears to be insufficient experimental data available to f"
construct a satl_factory model we have tried to indicate this. _-As the tudy pr gressed, it became apparent that there was a much
1 wlder variety Of volcaulc features whlch were potentially susceptible _,_to quantitative analysis than we had initially suspected, and we found
q
i_ necessary to concentrate on a few of the more important ones. In
general, we believe that enough understanding of the processes of
_| generation and intrusion has been gained to predict a number of aspects i_
of their nature on the moon; however, much experimental and theoreclcal
work appears to be required before one can make such a claim about [_
extrusion. _
!
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t2. _GMA GEt, RAT!ON
t
Genez_tion o_ magma is one of many possible events in the evolutionary
] history of any planetazy body. This history (barring astronomical accidents)
J is essentially determi=,ed by four sets of initial conditions:
"1 mass,
.i distribution of elements,
distribution of heat sources,
-]
I. initial temperature distribution.
These conditions are not independent. Mass depends on the density
1 which is a functlo:t of composition. Distribution o[ heat sources depends
on minor percentages of radioactive elements. The initial temperature
;-] distribution is probably related to all the above as well as the mechanism
_| of formation.
If the planet consists of more than one material phase there will be
' a natural tendency towards attaining the lowest possible gravitational
potential energy by bringing denser materials closer to the center and
_I allowing the lighter ones to move away. By far the most effective mechanism
for this differentiation is by flow of one of the phases, as a fluid or magma.
iii The basic problem then, is one of determining the thermal history of
the planet and then seeing how magma generation is related to _his thermal _ "
1 history. _2_In order to compare magma generation on the moon with generation on
the earth we have tried first to determine what processes taking place in _ _..i'i_
the upper mantle of the earth would be consistent with terrestrial igneous i _
activ.ty and then to estimate how these processes would be e:langed by the __
lunar environment. Tomake the comparisononemustdefinema&_nageneration l_-in termswhich are both geologically and mathematically meaningful. A
suitable geological definition might be: partially meltlngenoughmantle
materlal that some or all of it is potentially able to migrate upward. _.
] As this defin_eion is too complex for our initial studies, in this chapter ..:_we shall assume that partial melting and magma generation _Ire synonymous _
and that any melt generated will move to the surface resulting in dlverse _ _
events which we shall collectively call volcanism. _-
J
!
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2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
Models for the thermal history of planetary bodies are becoming in-
creaslngly sophistlcateG Fourier (1822) derived an analytic expression i
f.)c_he cooling of a unlform initially hot earth. Jacobs (1956) Investigated
the thermal history of a layered earth with different distributions of
radloactJve elements and constant temperature-independent thermal conductivity.
3
Lublmova (1958) considered the effects of radiati-,e transfer on the earth's
thermal history using an analog computer. MacDonald (1959_ 1962) used a {
!
finite difference technique to investigate the thermal history of the earth
and the moon taking into account the effects of radiative transfer. Using
chondrltic ratios of the heat producing isotopes_ a variety of initial con- ,._
dltlons and heat source distributions were simulated. Fricker and Reynolds
(1965) have extended MacDonald's _pproach by considering the heat of fusion _I
and trying to simulate the effects of convection in a molten layer.
To investigate the interaction between volcanism and the thermal history 41
I
of the moon# we have extended MacDonald's approach in a different di_ectlon
by developing a computer program which slmui_tes a planetary body wlththe [I
_Jfollowing characteristics:
(1) The body consists of two phases each with a distinct density.
(2) The first phase has a discrete melting temperature_ inde-
pendent of the amount of second phase present_ which is a known linear
rl
function of pressure. The melting temperature of the other phase is very II
much greater than that of the first.
(3) The heat of fusion of the first phase is independent of
pressure and of the concentration of the second phase.
I
(4) The specific heats of both phases are the same and are |"
independent of temperature and pressure.
+ (5) The thermal conductlvity of both phases are the same known
temperature dependent functions of cov_uctivity, index of refractlonj and {I
photon mean free path at a reference _emperature.
of terrestrlal rocks and these Isotopes may be either entlrely localized
in the-lc_ melting phase Or.equally distributed between the two phases. I1/
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(7) Any melt produced moves rapid]y to the surface maintaining
a constant temperature and the unmelted material moves downward to replace it.
This model obviously represents only a first approximation of the actual
II properties of the moon er of any other small planetary body yet with it _t
F
is possible to demonstrate many of the most significant features of the
_ role of volcanism in planetary evolution. Only when these more significant
I features have been determined will increasing the complexity of the model
be justifiable. The following sections are concerned with the estimation
i of the appropriate input data to be used in the computer simulation..J
2.11 Density and Composition
1 2.111 Density and Pressure
The mean density of the moon is 3.34. If the temperature 3 elastic
_] constants and coefficient of thermal expansion were known the density at
atmospheric pressure could be computed. Fortunately, the effects of pressure
._ and temperature to some extent offset one another and the pressures are Io_
_ _ enough (about 45 kilobars at the center of the moon) that if the moon were
composed primarily of silicates similar to those found in the ear_1's mantle
il no large pressure induced density changes would be expected. As the moon's t
z
mean density is very close to that observed in the earth's oceanic mantle
i_ ac depths of about 30 km (Anderson, 1964) and the density is highly sensitive _J
to minor changes in iron content, we see no reason to discard a terrestrial _
:I mantle composition on the basis of density alone. As the melting temperature
l
is a function of pressure it is important to determine the variation of the "
pressure with depth. Fortunately, the pressure is relatively insensitive _'_4
to minor changes in density due to compressibility and thermal expansion, i@?_-.
As there is no apriori reason for assuming a differentiated moon, as a first
ii approximation we shall assume it has a uniform density. Using this assumptloL,,
hydrostatic pressures have been calculated by Lowman (1963) and others. In
II terms of the mass m and the radius a the pressure p of a spherical
WY
planet is given by "_._p = 3Cm2(1-r2) (211-1)lJ 2 _
Where r is the distance from the center and G is the gravitational _constant 6.673 x I0"8 cm 3 gm"I' sec. 2, I__.
L.
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For the earth we have adopt¢_ densities from Anderson's (1964)
model "CITI3F" for the oceanic upper mantle based on Love wave information.
From this it is relatively straightforward to determine a _tandard pressure
i distribution within the uppermost several hundred kilcmeters of the earth's!
E mantle by numerical integration.
A comparlson of pressures as a function of depth in the moon and
earth calculated from the above expressions are shown in Figure 2.11-1.
2.112 Composition of Earth's upper Mantle
_nile there is considerable argument about the compositions of
J
the upper mantle most theories propose a material lying some_,ere between
dunite or peridotite and eclogite (high pressure basalt) as proposed by
_i Lovering (1958) and others. Chondritic models have long been proposed for
the composition of both the earth and the moon. As the moon's density and
the density of the earth's upper mantle are closer to the silicate phase of
chondrite rather than to chondrite as a whole (about 3.6 gm/cm3) the silicate
phase alone is usually considered to co_respond most closely to the earth's
upper mantle and to the moon. The average composition of the silicate phase !
of 94 chondrltes from T_ey and Craig (1953) is shown as Model (I) in Table i
2.11-1. Wlth more re_ined studies the chondrite model of the earth has had
to be modified in some respects_ esspecially the ratios of the minor elements
,I such as K/U and Fe/Mg.
_ Ringwood (1959) has presented r_ther convincing arguments for ad-
i usting the FeO/MgO ratio from 1/2 to I/5_ reducing the SiOe content sllghtly_
: and making the other minor modifications tc obtain a material more consis-
q
tent with existing evidence for the earth's upper mantle (Model 2). He has i
pointed out the similarity of this material to a mixture of one part basalt
: (average between tholeiite and alkali basalts) to three parts dunite (Model 3).
Ringwood has called this mixture pyrollte and used it to present a qualitative [
explanation of differentiation within the earth's mantle.
[
 v,b (r.Rtule)nr. L
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TABLE 2.11-1
(1) (2) (3)
Urey and Craig (1953)* Ringwood (1959) Green and Ringwood (1963)
Silicate Phase of 94 Chondrites Modified Chondrite P3Tolite
BiOe 47.86 44.69 43.06
MgO 30.00 39.08 39.32
FeO 15.67 7.81 8.15
AleO_ 3.14 4.09 3.99 ;
CaO 2.45 3.19 2.65
NaeO 0.88 I.14 0.61
Other 2.66
* Neglecting minor constituents.
Thus we may say that to a first approximation the silicate phase of a
chondrlte and "pyrollte" represent a composition intermediate between
dunite and eclogite.
A normative mineral assemblage for this pyroli_e, calculated
using the C.I.P.W. method (Johannsen, 1939), is shown in Table 2.11-11.
This provides an ap_roximate guide to the distribution of the oxides among _
the various mlnerals but does not necessarily represent the equilibrium
mineral assemblage at any depth in the mantle of the earth or in the moon.
L
As it is difficult to determine the exact ratio of basalt to dunite
which is most appropriate for the mantle we shall call the pyrolite composi- !
tion discussed above "pyrollte-l:3", with the numbers representing the ratio
of basalt to dunite.
Among the more significant features of the Ringwood model is that
it is approximately chondritic yet is able to produce a basalt magma of r
apptoxlmately the composition and normative mineral assemblage shown in
Table 2.11-III_ upon partial meltlng (Green and Ringwood, 1963). After
meltingand removal of the basalt melt a residue of peridotite or dunlte _
would be left behind.
2.113 _Assumed Composition for the Moon r
Because of the lack of direct experimental evidence proposed
models of the moon's composition have not been refined as extensively as
the models for the earthts upper mantle. There is, however# no evidence L
1966006082-019
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Ithat to a first approximation the moon is significantly different from
W I the upper mantle and we shall therefore assume they are the same until this
J
assumption leads to conclusions which are in contradiction to direct obser-
i rations. No such contradictions have yet appeared. If tektites cone from the
moon 3 their K/U ratio% discussed below in conjunction with heat source_ would
tend to point toward the similarity of the upper mantle composition and the moon.
The assumption of equality between upper mantle and m_on does not
of course remove all the compositional difficulties but it does make it possi-
) ble, using the additional assumption of a mantle whose composftion may be
approximated by a mixtu:, of dunite and basalt to try to find a mixture whic|
_] will be thermally and volcanolog_cally consistent with terrestrial observations.
2.12 Heat Sources
_ For material of bulk denslty 0 and concentrations Ci(t ) of n
J
elements A i which decay to Bi with decay eonstar_s ki liberating amount of
heat Qi per gram in the process_ the rate of heat production per unit volumeH
_) q(t) at time t is n
q(t) = _ QiliCi(to) exp[ 2i(to-t) ]. (2.12-1)
It is normally assumed that the only isotopes producing enough
i] heat and with long enough half life to have significantly influenced thethermal his ory of the earth and moon are b238, U235, Th232 and K40
The reactions involved (neglecting intermediate steps) are (Jacobs, Russell
;I and Wilson, 1959):
U 238 _ Pb 206 + 8He 4 + 6_
U23_ pb 207 '%+ 7_e4 + 4_
Th232 pb208
+ 6He4 + 4B
K40+e c _ + y + X-ray
or K40 Ca 40
i Additional shorter lived isotopes may have been important in the
early thermal history of the planet but they have not yet been satisfactorily
I studied. The main effect of these sources will be to raise the cemperature _
at the time of formation, i ''_':_We may then ma_e up a table (see for example MacDonald_ 1959) for _,
the longer lived isotopes.
| 11
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TABLE 2.12-1 ""
Isotope U238 U235 Th232 K40 i
Half-life (109 years) 4.51 .713 13.9 1.25
A 10 -18 sec "1 4.87 - 30.80 1.58 17.57 !i,
Heat pToduction
QA ergs/ipn/sec 0.94 5.7 0.26 0.298
Thus the uranium heat production per cubic centimeter of rock is
.9332exp[4.87x10"18 (to- t)qo(t) = pco(to){ 0 ] i
+0.04047exp[ 3.09xi0"17 (to-t)]} (2.12-2) !
The heat production from tho_'ium is i
qTh(t) ffiPCv(to) {(CTh/Cu)0.26exp[l.58x10"18(to-t) ]] '(2_12-3) i'!
-iSimilarly for potassium we obtain
qz(t)= 0Cv(to)_.(cz40/cK) (c Ic)K U i_(!,
O. 298exp [ 1.7 6xlG- 17 (to_ t) ] ] (2.12-4)
2.121 Isotope R_tlos in Terrestri_l Rocks and Heteorites _-
Wi_ile the absolute concentrations of the different radioactive _
isotopes vary significantly within the earth and meteorltesj the ratios
relative to to_al uranium are much more constant (Wasserburg et al_ 1964) r|'!
As a result of essentially identical chemical behavior of the uranium
isotopes their ratios within exposed terrestrial rocks and meteorites do i_
not vary significantly from
U238 ffi.9928 UL_al _!
U235 ffi .0071 Ut°tal LJ
(Handbook of Chemistry and Physlcs_ 1962). _
fB_cause of considerable chemical similarity uranium and thorium
tend to mov _- together; tborlum to uranium ratios in terrestrial igneous
rocks do not vary much from 4. MacDonald (1964) has chosen the ratio _}
Th/U - 3.7
as being the most representative of terrestrial rocks. While there are _
L.
not enough good determinations of the Th/U ratio for meteorites to provide
a reliable estimate (Wasserburg et alp 1964), a value in the neighborhood
of 4 is n_ _nconsistent with most data available for chondrttes (MacDonald_ 1959). L
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iThe ratio of the potassium isotopes do not vary significantly
i from
i K40 = 1.19x10 -4 K t°tal
but there is increasing evidence that the K/U ratio may be considerably
I different in chondrites than it is in the earth. After examining the
available evidence Wasserburg et al (1964) conclude that the ratio of K/U
-I of chondritJs is close to 8x104 while for igneous rocks exposed to the
earth's surface it averages around Ixl04. Because of the chemical dis-
I similarity of K and U there is no obvious theoretical reason that the two
should maintain a constant ratio. Nevertheless the observed values of the
i K/U ratio on the earth are sufficiently constant that it seems appropriate
J
to follow the lead of Wasserburg et al (1964) and MacDonald (1964) and
i-i choose the ratio for our model composition 1.0xl04.
! 2.122 Isotope Ratios in Tektites
Some additional justification for selecting the above ratios for
, _ our model may be obtained by considering the chemical composition of tektites.
TABLE 2.12-1
1i!
I ' ELEMENT RATIOS IN TEKTITES -- Data compiled by Chao (1963) :
(! Ke0 K U Th K/U Th/U
!I wt % wt % ppm ppm _ .
, i Moldavites 3.04 2.52 2.05 (4)* 15.4 (I)* 1.22xi04 7.50
[ ' I Javanite8 ) 2.20 1.82 2.1 (2) 9.6 .87xi04 &.60
Billitonites) _ _
• Phillppinites 2.31 1.92 2.13 (3) .90 _
Indochinltes 2.40 1.99 2.23 (4) .89 _t
'{I Austrantes 2.20 1.83 2.03(4) lO.S(2) .90 5.32 '_
, North America 2.13 1.77 1.55 (2) 4.0 (I) 1.14
{] Ivo jCoast 1.531.2__/71._/L(1) __ 1.15 2.5__/8
{)
1.87 1.88 9.95 l.OlxlO 4 5.0 _:_
" Mean K/Mean U = .995xi04 ._
Mean Th/Mean U = 5.3 _._:_*Numbers in parentheses are number of analyses reported.
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Chao (1963) has assembled chemlcal ana!y_es of a large number of tektites.
From these analyses it is possible to make a crude estimate of the Th/U
and K/U ratio for different types of tektites (Table 2.12-I).
While there is relatively little information on the thorium values
the mean Th/U ratio seems to be of the order of 5.0. This ratio is not
significantly different from that derived from the few analyses assembled
by MacDonald (1959), or from the values for terrestrial rocks, especially
the basalts reported by Wasserburg et aL (1964), and is subject to the
same limitations of reliability.
If we look at the mean K/U ratio estimated from Chao's tektite
data we see it is remarkably constant and very close to 1.0x104; this is
T.
the same as that chosen by Wasserburg as being the most representative of
terrestrial rocks. While this ratio may be interpreted as evidence for
the terrestrial origin of tektites, if we are to accept the many arguments
'I for the moon as their source, then the K/U ratio of those lunar surface
I rocks represented by tektites would be consistent with the valuss selected
I
I , for our model.
I 2.123 Heat Production in ModelJ
] From the _bove arguments it appears that the ratios chosen by
I Wesserburg et aL for the composition of the minor, heat producing componentsearth's mantle are not Inconslscent with our present knowledge of the
composition of the moon and it is appropriate to adopt them for our model.
The selected concentrations in terms of the total uranium content of themodel are summarized in Table 2.12-II.
" TABLE 2.12-II
l_sotope Concentration Basi_ for Estimate Reference
U238 .99_8 Ut°tal Terrestrial _bundances (I)
U235 .0071U t°tal Terrestrial abundances (I)
I Th 3.7 Ut°tal Estimated averak terrestrial (2)
abundances (not inconsistent with
present chot.drite and tektite data) (3)_(4) q
K40 1.19 _total K40/KtOtal; Ktotal/utotal
K40 KtOtal
_- 1.19x10 "4 Terrestrisi abundances (1)
Kt°tal " Ixl04 Ut°tal Estimated avg, terres=rlal abundances (2)
14
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RefereDces:
I (I) Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (1962)
(2) Wasserburg et al. (1964)
i (3) MacDonald (1959)4 This repert, calculated from Chao (1963)
In terms of the uranium concentration in grams/gram the total power
! supplied in watts per cubic centimeter is then given by
q(t) = qU + qTh + qK
= oC.,(tf)xlO-7{0.9332exp[4.87xlO-18(t -t)]U 0 ._ 0
+O.04047exp[3.08xlO-ll(to-t)] (2.12-5)
+ 0.962exp[l.58xlO-18(to-t)]
_] + 0.355exp[l.87xlO-17(to-t)]]
Since we have fixed the ratios of all the heat producing isotopes
i} in the model relative to the total uranium content we may now discuss any
single component, and include, by implication, the Combined amounts of
_ uranium, thorium and potassium.It remains t select the uranium concentration in the basalt and
in the model planet. Although MacDonald (19592 1964) has shown that a ._
measurement of the present heat flow does not provide adequate constraints _.
to uniquely determine both the concentration and vertical distribution of _ "_
i} heat sources within a planet one ca_ seek a distribution _Thich is consistent __"_ .
with an _itial_y uniform mantle differentiated through igneous activity alone. _,_
'_ Engel and Engel, (1964) have presentod strong evidence for low
potassium (and hence low qran!um) tholeiltes being by far the largest con- i_
stituent of the basaltic crust in the deep oceans. As tholeiltes average i
less than .2 per cent K if we assume that they have the normal K/U ratio of _
about 104 then the uranium concentration is less than .2 ppm. Uranium con- i_
centrations in dunites sampled at the earth's surface are normally very low. '_'_T
Tilton and Reed (1963) hare presented analyses of five ultramafic rocks:
three olivine nodules and two dunltes. The mean uranium concentrations ._:_
observed were 0.006 ppm_ and the highest reported was 0.015 ppm (in a
dunite from St. Paul's Rock). All these values are an order of magnitude
i
I 15 '
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! below the reported concentrations in low-uranlum tholeiitic basalts and
thus, in the sim_le approximation represented by our model, the assumption
of all the heat sources localized in the low melting phase seems to be
justified.f
Only the ratio of basalt to dunite in the mixture remains to he
e_timated before proceeding with the calc,,lations of the thermal history.
i One way to calculate the ratio is to determine what uranium content of the
mixture is consistent with observed heat flow. Present terrestrial heat
flow averages 6.3xi0 "6 watts per square centimeter (Lee, 1963). The area
2
of an equivalent spherical earth is 5.1xl018 cm and the mass of the combinedi
i crust and mantle is of the order of 4.0xl027 gin. (Birch, 1964). If we take
} the present rate of heat flow as an estimate of the present rate of heat
i production, the average heat production In the earth is 8.0xl0 -15 watts/_m.
From equation (2.12-5) it can be seen that the present rate of
i heat production from a rock with terrestrial isotope ratios is about
2.29xlc -7
watts per gram of uranium present. Thus the uranium concentration in a
mixture producing 8.0xl0-15 watts/Em is .035 ppm. Figure 2.12-1 shows the
relationship between concentration of uranium in basalt and the concentra- i
tIGn of uranium in t_e mixtu , for a number of basalt to dunite rat os, i
The intersection between the 0.035 uranium in the mixture and the 0.2
ppm
ppm uranium in basalt lles at a basalt:dunite ratio of .21.
MacDonald (1964) has found that for the "terrestrial" isotope i
ratioE observed values of terrestrial heat flow are consistent with uranium
contents between .04 ppm and .05 ppm if the temperature at the time of
formation were 1000"C. A content of .045 ppm correspoDds to a basalt I
to dunite ratio around .30. Thus, mantle compositions estimated from the
heat flow data lie well within the range of Ringwood's models and well )
within the accuracy required for our analyses.
There is another possible source of error which should be [
!
mentioned. From the phase relationships to be discussed below it is up- [
parent that the alkalis will be concentrated in the first melting material
which, assuming a constant K/U ratio, Will result in a relative enrichment [
of heat producing isotopes in the melt fraction. If part of the basalt is
left behind in the mantle it may be depleted in the heat producing isotopes !
t
16
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and the basalt sampled at the surface may be correspondingly enriched in
these isotopes. Calculations base| on the enriched basalt will result in{
an underestimate of the amount of basalt originally present. We shall
neglect such possible underestimation in our theoretical analysis but if
it were to occur it should not alter the findings of this study because
only the mobile radioactive fraction of the basalt is significant in
volcanism. Evidence that a great error in the estimate of the mobile fraction
is unlikely may be obtained by comparing the thickness of the "basaltic"
crust under the oceans with the apparent depth of magma sources. McConnell
and McTaggert-Cowan (1963) ha'_ computed the arithmetic mean of the reported
thicknesses of the crust under the ocean basin floors from 148 seismic re-
fraction profiles as 9.05 km. This would represent the entire basalt content
of about 40 km. of primary mantle material and is not inconsistent with
reported depths of 60 km. for magma sources under Hawaii (Eaton and
Murata_ 1960) and the apparent beginning of the low velocity zone under
the ocean around this depth (see for example Anderson, 1964).
2.13 Melting Behavior
To determine the_Itlng behavior of the model composition we
have studied the melting behavior of pyrolite-l:3 which is compositionally i
equivalent to one part of basalt to three parts of dunite. Should it become I
: apparent, on the basis of other evidence, that a different ratio is more
] appropriate the analysis outlined below can be modified appropriately.
! Nevertheless, we believe that for small changes of this ratio the important
I qualltative aspectsof _hemelting behavior will not be appreciably modified. (J
,i
Recalculation of the composition of the pyrolite-l:3 in terms of t
_! moles/100 grams and mole percent are shown in Table 2.13-I. We shall first
I [
_! consider the melting behwzior at atmospheric pressure and then estimate how L
this behavior is affected by changes in pressure and by the presence of
water and'other volatiles.
18
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TABLE 2.13-1
COMPOSITION OF "PYROLITE"-I: 3
Oxide Wto % Moles/lO0 _c_ Mole %
il SiO 2 43.0b .718 37.7
MgO 39.32 .975 51.3
FeO 8.15 .113 5.94
AI203 3.99 .039 2.05
CaO 2.65 .047 2.47
)
Na20 O. 61 .01 .525
•_ Other 2.66 - -
2.131 The Melting Curve of P)rrolite-l:3 at Atmospheric Pressure
] To derive a melting curve for pyrolite from existing phase studies
one must assume that the mineral assemblage to be melted was formed under
i"_ equilibrium conditions, where the melting curve is _dentical to the crystal-
i_ lization curve. As data for six component systems involving the primary
oxides in pyrolite-l:3 are not availab e the system must be further simplified
by examining available phase diagrams containing the major constituents MgO
and SiO 2 plus one or two of the other oxide components.
!_I From the diagram of the MgO SiO_-AleO_ system (Levin, et el, 1964, _
Fig. 712) we can derive the crystallization curve (Figure 2.13-1) for a
:I mixture of MgO-SiOa-Al_O_ in the same ratio as in pyrolite; in effect we are _[
_I then examining the behavior before the addition of the other components.
i.
. , While the malting point of pure forsterlte (M_SIOd) is about 2170°K, in -_ _
)J this system precipitation of forsterite commences at 2040°K and continues _ _"
until the solution cmnpositio** reaches the enstatlte (MgSiO3) boundary at !_
i l about 1750°K. From this point on enstatlte precipitates while forsterite _:/
redissolves until the ternary eutectic at 1640°K is reached, at which point ;_:
a compound 2MgO.2AI20_.bSiO 2 commences to precipitate along with enstatite •_,& !
until the system becomes completely solid.
The MgO-FeO-SIOa system is presented as Figure 682 in Levin, et _ \_'i
el. (1964). Again we may consider a system of the three oxides in the same _ ;i.!
proportions as in pyrollte. Both fors,'erlta and enstatlte can incorporate
19 -
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iron into their lattice structure in place of magnesium and these solid
solutions are indicated on this phase diagram. This behavior makes it more
difficult to completely represent all _he necessary phase information on a
i single diagram. However, in conjunction with Figure 683 of the same refer-
ence, which presents tie lines at specific temperatures, we can derive a
crystallization curve over the temperature range where the ortho-silicate}
_I (olivine) phase is precipitating. The phase diagram indicates that prpclpi-
tatlon cormences at about 2040°K and that crystallization follo_s the path
i- indicated on our Figure 2.13-] until about 1820°K when the metasilicate
J
(pyroxene) phase con_nences to precipitate. The olivine phase precipitates
i} initially at about a I:II ratio of Fe:Mg. As in t',e previous system, when
pyroxene con_nences to precipitate, olivine will redissolve, but if equilibrium
is maintained between the solid and the solution the remaining olivine willgradually increase its iron content as the liquid composition changes along
the olivine-pyroxene boundary llne.
A plane from the four component system MgO-SiOeAl20_-Na20 is also
shown in Levin et ai.(1964, Figure 855). The three components of the resulting
[_ ternary system are forsterite (MgeSi04), silica (Si0e), and carnegeite
(Na20.AlsO3.2SiOa). To examine the behavior of this system we will calculate
q _he quantity of forsterite based on the moles of Mg0 and FeO in pyrollte, i
_ the moles of carnegeite based on the Ale0_ content of pyrolite, and the .
moles of silica based on the moles of SiO 2 in pyrolite remaining after the
i] forsterite and carnegelte compositions have been satisfied. This crystalliza-
tion curve is also shown in our Figure 2.13-1. From the published isotherms
the highest point of the curve which can be determined is 1770°K. Again, }
in this case, the olivine precipitates first, pyroxene precipitation commences
at about 1720°K and continues while olivine redissolves. A ternary eutectlc
is reached at about 1370°K at which temperature alblte (Nae0.Ale0_.bSi02)
begins to precipitate and crys_allization is complete&We believe that the examination of the above three systems provides
a good indication of the general form of the crystallization (or meltlng)
curve to be expected of pyrolite. The mineral assemblage to be expected in ,_
the earth's mantle, if it is composed of pyrolite, has been discussed in _ _Ii_
i considerable detail by Ringwood (1962, 1963). At pressures
low and at
I i
i
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temperatures near the melting range, such as those discussed above, the
minerals to be expected are olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase. Tn all
three systems examined aboce the olivine precipitates first, followed later 'i
I by pyroxene together with re-solution of olivine. In the third system,the albitc, the third solid present at the ternary eutectlc, is the low
temperature melting point component of plaglocla_e. Thus, we believe the
shape and the temperature ranges covered by crystallization curves for
these three component systems provide good evidence of the behavior of the
multl-component system pyrollce.
More detailed consideration of the temperature of initial precipi-
tation in the multi-component system is now required. In the first two '_
systems considered the melting point of forsterite was changed about the!
same amount by considerably different quantities of FeO and AI20_. In
addition, iron is incorporated in solid solution in one case whereas ._Ala_>3is not. Some way of estimating the combined effect of the FeO,
AleO_ , CaO and Na20 is therefore needed.
For an ideal solution the llquidus curve near the melting point
of the solute may be calculated from
f-
where X is the mole fraction of soluteB
R is the gas constant
= _ is the heat of fusion _.
T is the melting temperature.
m |
The llqu_dus curve for a non-ldeal solution can be fitted with this equation, t
to a first appzoxlmatlon, by changing the value of _. We will attempt to
use an equation of the form
L
log(x2  o.Xsio/.148)= Q - (2.13-2) ,-
To estimate the combined c_fect of the various components in our system the
product X2Mgo.XstoeiS an attempt to take into consideration the fact that in
the solution the chemical potentials _ are related by
_forsterlte = 2_4g0 + _Si02" (2.13-3)
22
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Table 2.].3-11 shows calculated Q values for various !'binary syBtems".
I Although Item 5 in the table indicates a very low Q val_e for the system
forsterite - albite we find values in systems containing potassium and
i lithium listed as Items 6 and 7 which are more in line with other w_lues.
i Results for the system listed as Item 8 seems to indicate that the low
value in 5 is not due to an interaction effect of Na + AI. Based on these
J
' considerations we choose to adopt a Q value for FeO of 9 4 and an average
Q value of 4.6 for the NaeO , CaO, A1205. From these Q values we can cal-
l culate an effective value for the rm,lti-component mixture, hascd on the
relative mole fractions of the various oxides, to use to estimate the
! temperature of Lnitial precipitation in the mixture.
Qeffective = .i13x9.4 + .987x4.6
.209 .209
=7.
_1_ _ugh the calculation using this Q value suggests that olivine prectpita-
ii . begin at in the mrlti-component system this value is above
will 2050°K
the values sh_rn in Figure 2.13-1 as obtained from the ternary system.
i_ If we calculate Q values for t,e ternary systems we obtain the
J
results shown in Items 9 and I0 of Table 2.]3-11. The Q value obtain, J for
MgO-SiOe-FeO is not as high as that calculated in It=m 3. Figure 2,13-2
+ shows the data of Table 2.!3-I_ in the form of average curves for the
effect of FeO_A]20_ , and alkali metals on the crystaillzat_on temperature.
The variation in the predicted crystallization temperature ranges from
2005 to 2060°K. From a consideration of these data aud the previous calcu-
I lations it that 2040°K ± 20 would he bes_ estimate of the
appears our
temperature of initial crystallization of pyrollte.
We should now consider what more is known about the lower end of _
the melting curve. In pyrollte basalt would be expected to represent the _ _
_] low melting fraction. Figure 2.13-1 shows the ranges observed by Yoder and +_
Tilley (1962) for the llquidus temperature, the solidus temperatare, and _"+'
the ternary eutec_ic temperature of several ba_alts. Yoder and Ttlley also +'_
''[.I present the zesults of Kennedy (1948) in Table Vlll of their paper. He _i
reports a point for 70% solid at 1413°K with _he first silicate apD_arlng +,
H ?at 1470°K. These points are transcribed to Figure 2.13-i assuming thst
if +
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basalt represents 25 percent of pyrollte. The temperature at which Kennedy
reported both plagioclase and pyroxene were first present ag;ees well with
Yoder and Tilley's results and is indicated by an arrow on the diagram.
On the basis of these data for basalts the probable crystallization curve
of basalt is drawn on Figure 2.13-1. This curve will also represent the
final crystallization behavior to be expected of pyrollte.
Figure 2.13-3 shows a tetrahedron construction for the system
diopside-forsterlte-albite-anorthlte after Yoder and Tillay (1962) which
can be used to visualize pyrollte crystallization behavior. The pyrolite
composition represents a point within the forsterite phase volume. On
c_oling, the olivine (forsterite) precipitates and the liquid composition
moves toward the diopside-forsterite plane; when this plane is _eached
the pyroxene (diopside) commences to precipitate. The solution composition
then moves along the plane until the line between the dlopside-forsterite- i
plagloclase volumes is reachedat which point plagloclase ccsmmnces to
[
precipitate. The llqui_ composition then moves along this line towards
the albite corner of the tetrahedron with continuously changing composition
of plagioclase until complete crystallization is achieved. [
[
On the basis of all of the information presented above we predict
a melting curve for pyrollte-l:3 at one atmosphere as shown on Figure 2.13-4. [
! 2.132 The effect of Pressure on the Meltln 8 Curve L
_ne effect of pressure_on minerals and mineral mixtures leading
to reactions, phase transitions, and changes in melting point is an ac :lye
research area at this time (Boyd, 1964). While the limit of pressur_ ex-
plored 16 most studies of mln_rals has been about 50 kilobars lower than [[
that in most of the earth's mantle, it is comparable to the pressure at
_ the center of the moon. [[
The effect of pressure on the melting points have been determined
for forsteri_e (Davis and England, 1964), enstatlte (Boyd, et al, 1964), [
diopslde and alblte (Boyd and England, 1963). Of the data for forsterite, __
diopside and alblte plotted in Figure 2.13-5 only that for forsterite has
r
an essentlallyconstant slope over the range of study. Davis and England
in discussion of their data on forsterite believe the following qualitative
P
conclusions can be drawn:
t
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FIGI/R.E 2.13-3 The dlopalde-forsterite-albite-anorthite syntem
I1 (after Yoder and T£11ey_ 1952).
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"Because dT/dP of forsterite is much smaller than the initial
I : dT/dP of any other silicate yet determlned_ euteetics in systems having
i
forsterite as a component should shift toward Mg2SiO 4 with the application
of pressure; however, the approach of most silicate melting curves to
.{
i dT/dP = _ degrees per kilobar at 30 kilobars should confine this effect
to lower pressures."]
I Forsterite behavior can be taken as equivalent to that of the olivine phase
of pyro!_te while diopslde behavior can be taken as equivalent to that of
! the pyroxene phase. Thus the above comment of Davis and England, together
I
with the dT/dP data for forsterite, can be used to indicate the effect of
! pressure on the upper portion of our melting curve for pvrolite.
The effect of pre3sure on the lower portion of the melting point
] curve is more obscure. Yoder and Tilley (1962) have studied the melting
_i behavior of several basalts and eclogites at pressures up to 40 kilobars;
the melting ranBe and the basalt to eclogite transformation range reported1
J by them are 81so indicated on Figure 2.13-5. The slope of the basalt
melting curve in the lower pressure region is much less than that in the
] same pressure range observed for albite or diopside. This is surprising
since one would expect the pyroxene and plagioclase components of the
basalt to behave like dlopside and albite. Ringwood (1962) discusses the
experimental knowledge of the effect of pressure on the melting point of
llquldus minima in terms of an entropy of mixing effect which would tendto decrease the dT/dP slope of the mixture as compared to the slopes for
the pure compone,_ts. This idea is based on a paper of Newton et aL (1962) ._ . •:_
who invoked the e_opy of mixing tc explain the observed slower rate of 4
change of the eutectic melting point with pressure _n the Na-K system .... i_'
For that system the effect can be significant because the entropy Of fusion _ __J
of sodium or potassium is about 1.7 e.u., approximately the same magnitude _-_!_
as expected for a mixing effect. However, the entropies of fusion of the _ _
silicate minerals appear to be on the order of I0-14 e.u. so any mixing
effect should have very little effect on the melting curve of the eutectic, i _'_
It seems more likely that the lower dT/dP rate is attributable to _
shifts in the phase equilibria cf the systems with pressure. Neufville, _
: Clark and Schairer (1962) have studied phase relat_onships in the system _ ._!
29 _'_
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diopside-anorthite-silica at one atmosphere and at 20 kilobars total pressure.
They find that the system is complicated by the incongruent melting of
anorthite at 20 Kilobars and that there is a considerable shift in the
composition of the eutectic and an increase in melting point of the eutectlc
of about I00 ° from the value of 1495°K at one atmosphere. Their conclusions
would indicate that for a mixture like pyrolite one can expect that the
AlsO 3 content of liquids forming by partial fusion of the same parent
material should increase as a function of depth up to pressures at which
plagioclase disappears from the liquidus.
Considerable change with pressure can be expected !n the solid
solution range of minerals anticipated in pyrolite. Boyd and England (1960)
have measured the solubility of slumina in enstatite at 1670°K and 18.2
kilobars. They find that under these conditions from 14-19 percent AlsO3
will be dissolved. Clark and Neufville (1962) have reported finding con-
tinuous solid solution between diopside and CaAlaSIO 6 at 20 kilobars
: indicating that the Pbility of diopside to accept AI20_ in solid solution
is more pronounced than the analogous behavior of enstatite mentioned above.
_i It has also been established that albite is transformed to jadeite and ii
quartz with increasing pressure (Birch and LeComte, 1960); the P-T llne for
! this transformation is shown on, Figure 2.13-5 semewhat higher than the basalt-
J
ecloglte transition reported by Yoder and Tilley (1962). Recent work by
Boyd and England (1964) indicates that at still greater pressures high
i alumina content pyroxenes tend to break down. into garnet and lower alumina
content pyroxenes. _
• ,/6
From these data it appears that the ollvlne-pyroxene-plagioclase _ _
assemblage characteristic of pyrollte at one atmosphere will gradually change _ _
d
with increasing nr )_re to an .olivine-_yroxene mixture posslblv containing
Because ef changes in solid solution range it could be extremel_ _ _'_._s_ae garnet.
misleading to think that the observed solidus behavior of basalt, ecloglte, _ ii,_i_i_or the anorthite-diopslde-sil!ca system would r present that of pyro ite.
-- One can understand why this may be so if one recognizes that the changing
solid solutlon range of the pyroxene mineral means a changln E distribution
ratio between solid and liquid for components such as Al20m and thus the
composition of the liquid at equilibrium can depend on such factors as the
relative ratio of pyroxene mineral to plagioclase mineral in the initial
it composition. 31
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It does not appear from the literature we have reviewed that
there is any firm basis for predicting the change in initial melting be-
havior of pyrolite with increasing pressure. It is conceivable that the
initial melting point curve may not vary smoothly with increasing pressure
but may have maxima and minima as the number and composition of the phases
present at equilibrium changes.
Figure 2.13-4 presents our best estimate of changes in melting
point curves at 25 and 50 kilobars. The one atmosphere curve was discussed
earlier. As pressure is increased from one atmosphere to 25 kilobars the
melting point of the pyroxene phase will increase more rapidly tnan that
of the ollvine 3 thus the phase boundary between the _vo will he reached at
a higher relative temperature as indicated by the higher break in the
melting curve. The solid solution range of the pyroxene phase increases
at the same time and much less plagioclase phase would be expected.
This has been indicated by a lowering of the lower break i,L the meltiL,g
curve. For pressures of 50 kilobars we have drawm a melting curve showing
complete dlsappearence of the plagioclase phase and no change in relative
position of the olivlne-pyroxene phase boundary. Our present understanding
is that the volume of any garnet phase which may be formed at these high
pressures will probably be very small and we have chosen to ignore it. !
!
In the absence of any definite knowledge as to the behavior of
the initial melting point of pyrolite with increasing pressure these curves 1
for 25 and 50 kilobars have been drawn showing some decrease in absolute I
temperature interval for complete melting on the basis of the behavior of
tiecloglte reported by Yoder and Tilley. [
Although pressures above flf_y kilobars are not normally expected
on tne moon it is important to consider the melting behavior at these pres- il
J
sures in order to make comparisons with the earth, Pyroxene and olivine
wlU likely remain the dominant phases to pressures above I00 kiiobars and If
in Figure 2.13-4 we have indicated no chenge in the rela lye melting curve [
predicted for 50 and i00 kilobars. In Figure 2.13-5 we have shown the P-T )
boundary curves for the recognized transformations of coeslte to stishovite I
4 and enstatite to forsterite + stishovite at pressures above 100 kilobars.
t
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Ringwood (1962) has discussed a possible series of polymorphic
transiticns between 400 and I000 kilometers which can result in a continuous
increase in density. He proposes that these transitions lead eveiLtually to
a breakdown into a mixture of simple oxides of the elements. One should
remember, however, that much remains to be learned about the behavior of
these minerals at such high pressures and that other sequences of reactions
providing increased densities may be recognized as our _nowledge increases.
We, therefore, see no basis at this time for attempting to predict a
i melting curve in this pressure range.
While we cannot logically extrapolate the melting point curve of
i minerals such as forsterite, because of possible polymorphic changes or re-
;| actions, an extrapolation of existing pressure-temperature data for iron
would appear to be more reasonable (Gilvarry_ 1956). Not only would aknowledge of he iron behavi r yield estimates of the temperature in the
earth's core, but it would provide a strong constraint on speculations as
'1, to why the moon does not also have a core.
Figure 2.13-5 shows the iron melting behavior as reported by
ii Bundy and Strong (1962). From these curves i= would appear that at pressures
greater than 50 kilobars iron melts at a lower temperature than basalt, but
] in the moon where lower pressures prevail it would always melt at a higher _
temperature than basalt. If the temperature of the moon is never above _:.
[] that necessary for formation and extrusion of a basalt magma, any free iron _
_J which may be present can be included as paz= of the higher melting component. _
Extrapolation of Bundy and Strong's data to very high pressures would indl-
! care a temperature at the earth's core-mantle boundary of at least 4500°K. j_:f_
However_ Sterrett, et al (1965) have presented fairly convincing arguments
ii for questioning the reported uncertainties of the temperature and pressure
values on which such extrapolations are based.
i1
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2.133 The Effect of Aoueous Atmospheres on the Meltin S Curve
Our only direct evidence for water content in the pyrolite comes
from measurements of water content of basaits and from the relative mass
of the hydrosphere and crust. Jacobs, et al (1959) give estimates for the
volume of the solid crust of 8.3xi024 cm 3 and for the hydrosphere of
3
1.4x1024 cm . The hydrosphere thus makes up roughly 5 weight percent of
the total crust. Tf all of the material above the mantle has originated
from a primary basaltic magma then this magma would have to contain at
least 5 percent water° In contrast to the above argument, analyses of most
basalts show a water content of the order of one percent or less by weight.
If these values are more representative of the a_e_ _= ,_ater content of
basalt they would seem to imply that not all of the ea_,n's hydrosphere is
a product of igneous activity as we know it today. For reasons discussed
in Chapter 3 we believe that the latter alternative is more consistent with
the available data and that the water content of basalts probably represents
equilibrium water pressures on the order of half a kilobar or less.
Experlsantal studies of basalt have shown that high partial pres-
sures of water have a marked effect on its melting behavior. In summarizing _
their results, Yoder and Tilley (1962, Figure 29) show that by increasing the
water pressure from atmospheric to 10 kilobars the liquidus temperature is I
!
decreased from 1510 to 13600K and that the melting range is more than doubled
extending to 870°K. The stable phases and the order of appearance also changes. C
Amphibole is stabilized by high water pressures and may become tile first si)i- |
care to appear at water pressures slightly above i0 kilobars. In the pressnce
of excess of water the basalt composition is represented at relatively low _
temperatures by amphibolite or hornblende gabbro.
Markedly different results are obtained when water pressure is less
L
than total pressure. Yoder aad Tilley summarize their data on this behav%or
in their Figure 34. The liquidus temperature for the basalts under anhydrous [
conditions is increased about 6" per kilobar or about 60 ° for i0 kIlobars i
total pressure. Recall that under 10 kilobars water pressure the liquidus
temperature is reduced by about 150" from that at 1 bar, representing about [
220 ° below I0 kilobar pressure without water. Now when water pressure is
r
7 kilobars out of l0 total the liquidus temperature is only reduced about
34
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50° below that for the same total pressure without water. At the same time
I i the effect of increasing pressure at constant partial pressurc of water Is
to decrease the stability range of amphibole.
i These observations are quite ±mportant. If the _ater content of
a typical basalt does represent equilibrium water pressures on the order of
one kilobar or less as we believe, then, when pressurec sre i0 kilobars or
! greater we find from Yoder and Tilley's work that the liquidus curve is
little affected by this quantity of water. We shall assume similar behavior
!
i for the solidus.
2.134 Behavior Pattern Indicated for the Model
i The anticipated melting behavior for pyrolitc at pressures of
I
1 bar and 25, 50, i00 kilobars is sketched in Figure 2.13-4. The major
1 assumptlon in developing the curve at one atmosphere is that total composi-
i tion is equivalent to 25_ basalt and 75_ dunite. This assumption i, used
to position the experimental data on basalt with respect to the remainder
!
of the curve.I
If we had assumed that basglt represented a lower fraction of the
[ - total mantle composition, the l'redieted melting curve would change in the
)
foll_ving manner. Since the total composJtlon would now contain more
I olivine and pyroxene the first solid would appear at a slightly higher
] temperature. We would still predict the initial precipitation of olivlne _
F followed by pyroxene. The largest change would be obuerved in the low :
temperature portion of the curve. The behavior o_ the initial melting
(basalt) fraction would now be compressed along the "weight % liquid" >
scale with no change in the temperature _ositioning of the ternary eutectlc _ ,_
orsolidus.
In Figure 2.13-4 the llquidus tempereture Is increased with pressure • i!
readily seen on Figure 2.13-6. The solidus temperaaure variation with -"
pressure is less certain. The values selected are based on the experimental
li behavior discussed for basalt, ecloglte, and the dlopside-anorthlte-silica
' system.
,
'If il
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%- At one atmosphere the princiral mineral phases are olivine,
pyroxene, avd plagioclese. The experim_-ntal evidence discussed on page
?
: _hree indicates that plagtoclase will tend to disappear with formation oft
more pyroxene phase as pressure Increases. We show complete disappearance
ii between 25 and 50 kilobar_ in Figure 2.13-4_ but this is quite uncertain.
Complete disappearance below 25 kllobars may be possible.
Above I00 kilobacs the behavior is quite speculative at this time
and we have not felt that further extension of these curves was warranted_
i If necessary a linear extrapolation parallel to the predicted behavior of
forsterite is probably the best course while maintainirg the absolute temper-
ature range of melting constant.
If we are to select a discrete melting temperature for use in the
computer simulation it seems Co us to be most logical to choose that temper-
ature where the basalt fraction cf the mixture (25 percent in pyrolite-l:3)
is molten. While at first glance this might appear to be coo drastic an
oversimpi#fication i: is z,otonly in llne with our policy of using the
simplest possible model consistent with observations but it seems to be the
only assumption which would alJays produce basalt melts from the earth's
mantle. A third advantage of this choice is that it allows us to define a
single melting temperature_at each pressure by imposing the constraint that
the melt -'_ction remains constant as the pressure changes.
e h_n,e,therefore, selecte_ the melting curve for basalt, shown
m _r. _'re 2.13-6, for use in the computer simulation of the evolution of
the moon. _lis curve starts at 1500°K at atmospheric pressare and increase _
._ "linearly at a rate of Ii.0 degTees per kilobar up to the maximum pressures
encountered in the moon's interior.
1 2.14 Heat of Fusion
" l_neheat of f,sion plays an important role as an energy reservoir
both in the generation and crystallization of magma. In this section we
•a review the state of our knowledge for heats uf fusion of silicate minerals
as a function of temperature and press_'rein order to determine appropriate
values for use Ixzthe theoretical analysis.
36
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2.141 Heat of Fusion at Low Pressures
Heats of fusion are tabulated for many minerals but most are
J_
derived from the indicated freezing point lowering obtalned in phase studies.
k
MacDonald (1954) has pointed out that these values have very large uncertain-
ties d,:e to the generally low precision of the phase studies. In his review
he presents data for four compounds which he considers tc be good, including
the only two calorimetric atudles of which we ere aware at this time. These
data are presented in Table 2.14-1 and represent a range of silicate composition.
Bradley (1962) has recently made sc_e further calculations for the
fayal!te-forsterlte system. By treating the system as an ionic solid and
solution he derives heats of formation for fayalite and forsterite of 25,200
and 29_300 calories per mole respectively. These data are much hi_ler than
the values of about 14000-15000 previously calculated from the phase studies
and are inmuch better agreement "with the calorimetric',alue for fayalite
given in Table 2.14-1 and w_th m,r estimate for forsterite based on the
entropy of fusion of fayallte.
TABLE 2.14-1
- SOME EXPERIMENTAL HEATS AND ENTROPIES OF FUSION
a
d _ompound Tm L_I of Fusion _S of Fusion _ of Fusion
(°K--_ (cal/mole) (cal_l---_-deg) (Joulesilgm)
Fe StO (faya]tte) 1490 22,000±1000 14.8±0.6 453
2
Na SiO 13¢1 12,470±500 9.2±0.3 4262 3
NaAISt 0 (albtte) 1393 13.000±2000 9.3±1.5 208S8
CaAISiO 8 _anorthtte) 1823 18,000±3000 10.0±1.7 270
The entropv of fusion for inorganic compounds is not found to be as constant
as the entropy of vaporization; however, it is generally the same for the
_ame _tructural _ype of co_pound. Thus we can use the entropies calculated
for the slllc_¢es lioted in the flrsP portlc_ of Table 2.14-i to predict the
: heats of fusion for similar silicates. This is done for forstertte, enstattte
and diopside in Table 2o14-II with due consideration for the structural
relationships.
38
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! TABLE 2.14-11
SOME PREDICTED _ATS OF FUSION
T
Compound m _ of Fusion
:I co ) I,,,o,_o>
:J
Mg2SiO 4 (forsterite) 2163 32,000 950
MgSiO 3 (enstatite) (,1830) 16,800 699
.J
CaMg(SiO3)2 (Diopside) 1664 30,600 590
"Plagioclase" 225!|
-_ "Pyroxene" 650
_ "Olivine" 900
_J The heat of fusion per gram of compound in joules is given in the -
fj last column of Table 2.14-1 and 2.14-II. There is a greater than 4-folddifference in the values. Si ce py;olite at atmospheric o essure can be
considered to consist of three phases, (`olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase)
we nave shown estimated a_crsge valLes for the heat of fusion of each of
_J
these phases in the last section of Table 2.14-11. Plagioclase is a solid
I solution of albite plus some anorthlte and we have chosen a value of about
225 joules per gram for this phase. The pyroxene phase may be considered as
_'-I enstatite, diopslde, and ferosillte; for this we have selected a value of 650 i
_ joules per gram. The olivine phase will be about 907., forsterite-lO%, " :.:,
fayalite giving an estimate of 900 Joules per gram for this phase.
I" I _'it is evident that one value per gram of pyrolite cannot be chose:_. -:
In addition, the estimation of a heat of fusion is further complicated by the
different forms of melting behavior to be expected in different portions of '_'_
the :melting curve and the way in which these may change with pre3sure. For :"
1 example, with reference to melting at one atmosphere, one would expect slmul- .
taneous melting of plagioclase (the primary phase melting) olivine, and [-"L._-J
] p=:'oxene from the solidus to the ternary eutectic point (`Figure 2.13-4). I:{'_.
_ Mtlting of 25 percent of the pyrolite, a point reached slightly above the |". ,_
ternary eutectic, essentially represents the basalt fraction of pyrollte. _
l_{.J Based on the relative proportions of the olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase _i'i
phases In basalt (Yoder and Tilley, 1962) we estimate an s_verage heat of _ :_-
[!II]I fusion for basalt of 450 Joul_s per gr=m.39In crystalllzation from the binary _,;:;_-i
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_, to the ternary eutectic point at one atmosphere we expect the re-solution
i of olivine and precipitation of pyroxene to occur. Assuming the reverse to
occur on melting the heat of fusion per gram of melt formed will fall well
below that for pyroxene and may approach the heat of fusion of SiOo which is
about 250 joules/gm. Above t_,e binary eu'=ectic only olivine will be melting
and the heat of fusion will be 900 Joules/gin.
2.142 The Effects of Pressure on the Heat of Fusion
There are two factors which must be considered when estimating
the effects of pressure on the heat of fusion of pyrollte: changes in the
heat of fusion of individual minerals, and changes in the mineral assemblage.
Brldgeman (1949) celculated the heat of fusion at pressures to
12 kilobar_ from the Clauslus-Clapeyron equation utilizing experimental
values for the change in volume at f_Ision and the change in melting point
wlth pressure for sosm organic compounds, lie found that in the majority
of cases the latent heat increased by moderate amounts with pressure. We do
not, however, have comparable data for the silicate minerals of Interest.
Another thermodycamtc eeuation, first derived by Planck_ relates the change
in latent heat of fusion .with changes in pressure and temperature along the
melting curve. Consideration of this equation,
d_ P _ % o_ I p|
•_ere _ is the latent heat of fusion
c is the specific neat at cunstant pressure
Av is the change in specific volume
T
indicates that the major contribution to the change in latent heat as
melting temperature increases with pressure is due to the second term.
Integration and solution of this equation indicates increases in the latent F
heats of these silicate minerals on the order of only I0 percent at 50 1
kilobars, In effect this result shows that to a first approximation t'he
entropy of fusion of the silicate minerals remains constant as pressure __
increases.
The effects of changes in the mineral _assemblage with pressure _
appear to be much more slgnificant. When pressure is increased the pyroxene
phase changes from an incongruent to covgruent melting beha,,ior an_ because
[
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of differences in the relative change in melting point of olivine and pyroxene
] phases with pressure,we expect a considerable shift in the boundary curve
between olivine and pyroxene phases. This will shift the binary eutectic
[ point in our melting curve and may well change the melting behavior to be
'-' expected between the ternary and _inary eutectic points co one of simultaneous
melting of olivine and pyroxene. This would mean a heat of fusion per gram
,t of melt formed of between 650 and 900 joules per gram. In addition we anti-
cipate that the Dlagioclase phase will disappear at higher pressures resulting
I in an _ncrease in the relative volume of pyroxene phase, probably with little
J
change in the heat of fusion of the pyroxene phase. When and if both these
changes occur the heat of fusion per gram from the solidus to the binary
eutectic point will be somewhere between 650 and 900 joules per gram.
'i It is interesting to consider the consequence_ of the fact that we
J
anticipate the presence of a point in the 15 to 30 kilobars pressure region
at which a phase transition occurs over a few kiiobar pressure interval
i representing the transformation of the highpressure pyrolite system con-
sisting primarily of an oilviue and pyroxene phase to the low pressure]
j system consisting of plagioclase, olivine, and pyroxene. Now, if we assumed .
that the hJgL pressure phase was partially melted (say I0_) when a sudden
pressure release favored the trans_tionl the result without any temperature _
.%
"" exchange with the surroundings would be an approximate doubling of the liquid _"
fraction of the pyrolite due to the changes in phase composition and their Ll
Jl resultant heats of fusion. This would represent a simultaneous volume in-
_]. crease which might tend to further propagate any fracture which had allowed -_
i_ the sudden pressure release. In other words one might say that there is a ii_
certain pressure and temperature region in which pyrolit_ _ould react _
_ "explosively", i.e., with a sharp volume increase, to any pressure drop of ,_
a few kilobars. This type of behavior would seem to p_ovide a sound thet.-
il retical hasls for the popular hypothesls that maEma generation results from . i'i_ 'a sudden decrease in pressure. As _he mechanism involved is closely related i-[J 2.143 Heat of Fusion for the Model
From the above discussion it appears that the major uncertainty in _ii
I choosing a heat of fusion arises not from changes in latent heat due to pres- . _
Lsure but _ather from changes In meltlng behavior associated with probabze
41
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pressure induced phase changes. Heats of fusion for melting the basalt
fraction of pyrolite may r_age from 250 to 750 joules per gram depending
on the pressure. We estlmatc that at one atmosphere the heat of fusion
below the ternary eutectic is cn the order of 300 joules per gram while
that between the ternary and binary eutectlc may be pomewhat higher. At
pressu£es above the transition zone, say 30 kilobars or greater, the heat
of fusion below the binary is probably on the order of 750 joules per gram.
Thus in any calculation where it plays a critical role a single value for
the heat of fusion of the first quarter or similar fixed fraction of pyrolite
independent of temperature and pres-ure cannot be recommended since a two-to
three-fold change is expected with increase in pressure. On the other hand
for those problems in which one value is sufficient 500 Joules per gram
would appear to be appropriate. :-
2.15 Specific Heats
A plot of specific heats for solids rises from low temperatures -
a_ a tends to flatten oJt at high temperatures. Dulong and Petlt's law states
that the specific heat per gram atom for most elements is about 6.2 calcrles r
(26 Joules) per degree at room temperature. This value increases further _!
with temperature. Kubachewskl and Evans (1957) point out that it may be
taken as about 7.25 cal (30.3 joules) per degree at the first phase transition, i
frequently the melting point. The specific heats of compounds are frequently
found approximately equal to th_ sum of the heats of the elements.
: The specific heats of liquids do not differ greatly from those of Z
_, their solid and a value of 7.25 ca1 (30.3 Joules) per degree per gram atom
_I may be used if experimental measurements are not available. Little is known [_
i_'! about the temperature dependence for liquids and a constant value is usually
_i estimated in the ,absence of experlmental data. The effect of pressure is
! small (Partlngton, 1951).
;} Some specific heat values for approorlate minerals, glasses, and
" t
;_ rocks are presented in Table 2.15-I_ taken from Birch et al (1942). The
data for dlopslde, alblte_ and fayallte are also plotted in Figure 2.15-1 _"
_4 and show clearly the trend with temperature. The glass data may be taken as
l
represantative of the cooled liquid and provide one measure of tb_ very small
differences between solid and liquid. We have also shown on Figure 2.15-1
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more recent data on MgeSi04, FeeSi04, and MgSi0 s taken from the tabulations
I of K_bachewski and Evans (1957). A tabulated v_lue for liquid Fe2SiO _
is 10% greater than that for the solid at the melting point and is reported
j to be essentially constant for the temperature range studied (1490-!724°K).
The olivine phase ef pyrolite will represent about 90% MgeSi04 + 10%
"I Fe2SiO 4. A curve representing such a mixture can be visualized on
: Figure 2.15-1 8s falling slightly below that for Mg2SiO 4. The pyroxene
phase will consist primarily of MgSi0 s plus again a small amount of iron
i and calcium in place of magnesium. The diopside curve represents a 50-50
calcium-magnesium mixture. Again the curve for the pyroxene phase can be
i as falling very to MgSi0 s. plagioclase
vlsaa!ized close that for The
phase consists of a solid solution of albite and anorthite but in the
: ii pyrolite will be primarily albite. A curve for albite is given on|
- Figure 2.15-1. Combining these values we would postulate a specific heat
_ curve for pyrolite as shown on the figure. We believe this curve should :
be accurate to within ± 5% and will be 8pproxlmately linear from 800 to
at least 1900°K.
For the numerical calculations we have chosen a single specific heat
of i.i joules per gram to represent both liquid and solid over the entire temp-
:1 _rature range of the planet. This value, which represents the average specific
heat between 273 ° and 1500°K, may be in error by as much as ± 30 percent at any
! point within the range but it should yield estimates of the amount of heat
necessary to raise the moon from its initial "cold" state to the predicted
!] magma2.16generatlonThermaltemperatureSconducLivit_whichare within I0 percent of the correct value. _: _'
Of all the thermal parameters which must be known to predict """
i generation of magma on the moon the thermal conductivity is the most un- _'_
certain. Thermal condaction on a microscopic scale results from movement _)_
II through the solid of various species which transport energy. Among the @_
heat transporting species are: phonons (quantized lattice vibrations), .,
I free elect-ons (and/or holes), photons of radiation, and excitons. %_
%
i fact that these species can travel only a finite dlstauce before being
II scattered or absorbed results In a dlffuslonal type process - if there _ ,_¢
were no scattering or absorption the thermal conductivity would be i_finite. _
'_ _ _ ... - .... _ ....... _ .',_.....
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/By considering the scattering and absorption mechanisms for each
of the various species it is theoretically possible to determine the thermal
conductivity, but the uncertainties aye sufficiently great that at present
one is often restricted to estimating limiting values.
! If any one species is attenuated by several mechanisms the
attenuation probabilities of the different mechanisms are additive; thUS
the to al mean free path _ resulting from the attenuation process for each
species is given by
1/7 = 1/71+ 1/_2+ I/_-s+ ..... (2.16-1)
The most important attenuation mechanism is thus the one with the shortest
i mean free path. If any one _llS very much smaller than the others the
attenuation by the others does not contribute significantly to the tot_l.
2.161 Phonon Conductivity
" Most thermal conductivity measurements of rocks are made ati
atmospheric pressure and room temperature. At this temperature heat is
primarily transported by ordinary lattice conduction; this may be con-
sldered either as the propegation of anharmonic lattice waves through a
continuum o_ as the interaction between pbonons (quanta of thermal energy).
Regarding the process as an interaction between phononsj for most
solids satisfactory agreement between obser _tion and theory may be cbtalned
by writing the phouon conductivity k as
P
i k = Ij:)cv_ (2.16-2)
i! P 3 P
'_i where 0 is the density
_I c is the specific heat
,_. v is the velocity of phonons, which is essentially the
q
_ velocity of sound in the material
,, _ is an effective photon mean free path.
P
/'_ (See for exempleLee and Kingery, 1960).
Above the Deybe temperature and at constant pressure the denslt_ phonon
'_ velocity, and specific heat are relattvely constant but the number of
_] phonons increases_ thus reducing their mean _ree path. The e_fective con-
_. dl, .vity resulting from this process is inversely proportlonel to the
!
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labsolute temperature. Thus, the phonon conductivity above the Debye
temperature may be estimated from
kp = kp(To)XTo/T (2,16-3)
As the phonon scattering is due to enharmonic terms in the
lattice potentialja kinite limit is placed on the length of the mean free
path by the interatomlc distances. When the temperature approaches the
melting temperature the effective mean free path and hence the conductivity,
is observed to approach a _on_tant. Estimstes _f effective phonon mean
free paths for silicate glasses using equation (2.16-1) and observed
thermal conductivltles yield values of about 7A; approximately the dimension!
of a silica tetrahedron (see for exampl_ KitteI, 1956).
iI Other _actors such as impurities and departures from stolchlometry|i
have been observed to affect the p,._nonconductivity in simple sy_tem_ at
low temperatures. For our purposes they would appear to be irrelevsnt
i_ because the concept of impurity is no longer valid in the complex systems
il with which we are concerned. At the temperatures to be expected in thein erior of the moon, such scae ering would also be dwarfed by other
scattering mechanisms.
;!
!i Kingery et al (1954)have measured the phonon conductivity of
forsterlte. Their results which show clearly the temperat'_redependence
i of this type of conductivity are reproduced in Figure 2.16-1.
Little work has been done relating changes in thermal co....ctivity
i[ to the effects of high pressure on the dynamics of the crystal lat _ce. _
_ Lawson (1957) showed agreement between Bridgeman's (1945) result_ and the _ ,,_
• expression _ '_
il -A /372T_3/2_TM (2.!6-4)
_| where A° is the lattice parameter _:_
y is Grunelsen's constant
is the compre_rlbillty
H p is the density.
Differentiating (2.16-4) with respect to pressure and noting that _
_/_p = K_ yields L5kp/_p - -Ao/6V2(Oz) 1/2 (2.16-5)
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Now choosing A = 7xl0-Scmo
y = 2
T = 1500°K
7xlO-I 2dy.nes-I -1K = . cm
-3
_ = 3._ gm cm
+ .
yields
_k /_p _1.26xi0-6 sec-loK-I 2= cm
P -1
= -1.26xi0-4 watts cm °K'Ikilobaz"I
Thus the effect of 50 kilobar_ pressure will be to decrease the
phonon conductivity by about 0.006 watts cm-l"K'l_ which is insignificant /
compared to the range of reliability Of the radiative conductivity data to
be discussed below.
2.162 Heat Conduction by Free Electrons or Holes
It is generally agreed that the transfer of heal;by free electrons .i_
or holes is not important anywhere in the earth's upper mantle where
temperature and pressure conditions resemble those likely to be encountered
on the moon. As the thermal conductivity due to electrcnfc processes ke ._
can be relates to the electrical conductivity _ through the Wfedemann-
e
Franz relationship: J
ke = V (ko/e)2oeT (2.16-6) J .
is Boltzman's _onstant 1.38xi0-23 Joules/degree "_ - "->
where k° _o_,_
'_' e fs the charge on the electron 1.59xi0"19 coulombs _ _ .,:_
foz metals (see for example Dekker, 1957) and lvlng between 2.5 and 4 in
semiconductors. _ ,,_.s
While the electrical conductivity in the earth's mantle above " _J:
600km':appears to be e_erywhere iess than 10"_(ohm cm)"I even in the deep _ ::_:i_!_
mantle it does not apparently have an average value greater than I (ohm cm) "I.
Taking the latter value as the worst possible case which could be expected
in the moon would yield a value f_r k of 5x10"5 watts/cm'Kwhlch is
e
negligible compared to the phonon conduction.
Lawson and 3amleson (1957) have suggested that excitons (bound
electron-hole pairs) may contribute to thermal conductivity in the earth's
deep mantle but they do not believe them to be important in the outer mantle
wh_re conditions most closely approximate the moon.
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2.163 Photon Conduction
Heat may also be transferred through solids by transmission, or
absorption and reradiation of electromagnetic energy. Although the possible
geological significance of this photon covduction was first recognized by
Birch and Clark (1940) it was not until the work of Clark (1956,1957),
Lawson and Jamieson (19581, and Lubimova (1958) that serious attempts were
made to estimate its role in the thermal history of the earth.
Clark has derived an expression for the radiative thermal con-
ductivity in a body under planetary conditions of the form
:_ kr = 4 f n2(X,T) _bB_ dX (2.16-7)3 'Jo _ (_,T) _T
_._ . where B (X, T) "- 2_c____ _2.16-8)
: " _ xS(expEhc/Xk T]-i)
c t " 0
.. n is the i_dex of refraction
_.- _ X is the wave length
"_j._l T is the absolute temperature
i._-_! c is the spectral extinction coefflcJ.ent
c is the velocity of light
i
_ h is Planck's constant
_ = i k is Boltzmann's constant
_::_.iI o'The extinction coefficient e(X,T) is the sur. of an absorption
_ coefficient C_(X,T) and a scattering coefficient S(X).
,_!_ Several simplifications of equation (2.16-71 are possible. For
_._ _ most materlals in the approximation of weak absorption, n may be taken to
_-_ may be rewritten as
-_:_ii_i:I be constant and k r
q--
k = (16/31Gn2T'__ (2.16-9)
'_:i"_: where _ is the Stefan-Boltzmann_ constat_t,
_:_.2)1 = (I/¢ (X, TI ]{x exp(xl l[exp(x) -1] ] B(X>TIdX -(2.16-10)
_'-,-.._ o
"._ 4 B(X, TIdX
•._o_ o
AI_ and x = ch/XkoT
/
$0
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Comparison of equation t2.16-9) with (2.16-2) illustr__tes a formal analogy
which is frequently drawn between radiative conduct!on and heat transfer in
a _as by molecules or in a solid by phonons. Using this analogy in radiative
transfer the transporting species are photons which travel with a velocity
v = c/n, with a volume heat capaclty 16on3T3/c and an effective photon mean
free path _ . Jr
Unless the material has very high transmission in spectral regions
remote from the bulk of the blackbody radiation curve the approximate rela-
tionship
- f. :_r(T) Z {I/¢(X,T)] _(X,T)dX (2.16-11)
O
OO =
/o '
C.
as used by Lee and Kingery (1960)holds.
We shall at first concentrate on the case where scattering is
negligible and hence the extinction coefficient equals the absorption co-
efficient. Ur._- _his cond.ition,the principal function to be evaluated _
is the magnitude of the spectral absorption coefficient (_()_,T)at the } :_
relev_it temperatures and wavelengths. We feel that, while some general _ _:
conclusions can be reached by theoretical discussJ.on, there is no sub- "_' ,. : _-'_
stitute for empirical data. _ :::_4"
When considering radiative transfer in the moon, where we are _. .,,_'_,
interested primarily in temperatures below the melting temperature of i_'_'__olivine, the most important spect al r gion for rad ativ transfer is the '_ _ "_i
near infrared. The temperature dependence of the blackbody energy is _ ; cz"
shown in Table 2.16-I. I _ f_TABLE 2.16-I _.:_
BLACKBODYENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS
T°K X27. _max >'98Z I
300 5.3 _ 9.6_ 58.5_
1000 1.6 _ 2.9U 17 _6_ _,
1700 • 94_ I.7_ I0.3g t,2000 .80p 1.4p 8.81.z _,__ _"
• _7. means thatXZ of blackbody flux falls at wavelengths less than X. ,_'_'_"°
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In general for minerals the near infrared is a moderately trans-
parent region, lying between the vibrational region of the infrared and the
i intrinsic "semiconductor" band gap region of the ultraviolet. It is most!
important to point out that while the peak absorptions for these two pro-
ceases generally lie beyond the region where most of the blackbody energy
is concentrated there is, particularly on the _nfrared side, a significant
-t tail reaching into the region in question. This tail involving the wings
of the fundamental vibrational ab3orptfons, as well as combination tones
resulting from themI should not be overlookef as a source of slgu_ificant
absorption. A general rule is that high temper_.ures will broaden these
infrared absorptions leading to further increases in this tail at high
temperatures. It can easily be seer.that even if this absorption tail
were unaffected by temperature and pressure the blackbody shift to high
frequencies with increasing temperature increases the mean free path as
_;-_ -_ the blackb.ody moves into a region of greater transparency. This type of
_I infrared effect was observed by Lee and Kingery (1960)who saw an increase
:"_-oi of photon mean free path with temperature in several cersmic materials.
:*%Ji_!_i_i_ If the ultraviolet absorption edge were involved instead of the infrared
absorptlon tall the effect would be just the opposite. Although it is
generally recognized that the mean free path of photons is temperature!
_[_!_'i of planets to assume_ for want of better data, that it is constant (see for
;_-_-:!i_! example, MacDonald, 1959).
_i:'_:i! If absorption is the dominant process limiting radiative transfer
in the moonj then the assumption of a mean free path which does not vary
sorptlon spectrum iS independent of temperature Clark (1957a) was able to
estimate the temperature dependence of kr for olivine, diopside_ pyrope,
almandine_ and grossularite. Mean free paths computed from the conductivi_ies
are shown in Figure 2.16-2 and the conductivltles themselves have been re-
_ produced in Figure 2.16-3. These values are illustrative of the previously
mentioned point that even _en the absorption spectrum is independent of
temperature and pressure, the mean free path can still vary with temperature
J
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FIGURE2.16-2 Computedphoton mean £ree paths as a function
o£ temperature, , +_<_,,
53 +..__.
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FIG(]M 2.16-3 Canp_ted thermal conductivity as a £unction
of temperature.
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I because of shifts in the _lackbody distribution when the absorpt on spectrum
is wavelength dependent. It is also worth noting in conjunction with
iI Clark's data that in a materJal composed of olivine plus relatively small
amounts of very highly absorbing mlnerals, such as pyrope and almandin%
the latter might l_#er the conductivity appreciably. ...
Clark's calculations indicate how thermal conductivite_ for a
few minerals would be expected to vary with temperature if the spectra of
the minerals do not change from their room temperature v,!ue_. Unfortunately,
data at various temperatures on the a_sorption over the entire spectral range
necessary for thermal conductivity cvlculations for minerals is not available.
_,_ mall amount of experimenca! data on other materials which has been re-
ported indicates that high temperature may have a drastic effect on absorption
?
coefficient and hence mean free path. In a very recent study of the ab-
sorption coefficient and refractive index of AleO_ as a function of tempera-
ture up to 2300°K Gryvnak and Burch (1965) observed a large increase in the
absorption coefficient, followed by a further diGcontlnuous great increase _
on melting. The refractive index on the other hand only inc£eased .05 up _
to 1970_K. Photon mean free paths computed from approximate numerical inte- i_ "'
gration of their spectra between .5 and 5 microns using equation (2.16-I0) _
,/
are shown ]n Figure (2.16-2). The data used in the calculation as interpolated _ _i_
from the spectra are shown in Table (2.16-11) and the computed thermal con- _ _
ductivities in Figure (2.16-3). The increase in the photon mean free path ; _4;_
of Ale03 as a result of changes in _ above 1500°K is so great that the _..,
conductivity decreases by over an order of magnitude within about 500°K. _
There are also a few direct weasurements which suggest the type _:_
of effects to be expected from pressure. Balchan and Dri_kamer (1959) have :_/_"
measured the effect of pressures up to 150 kilobars on the ultraviolet ab- _
sorp_ion edge of olivine and on the Fe++ electronic absorption in garnet. ._
Lippincott et al (1960) have measured the effect of pressures up to 160
kilobars on the infrared absorption of several solids. The results of these
experimental studies seem to show that while some distinctive effects are
observed_ in the absence of phase changes_ changes in mean free path as a
result of any pressures likely to occur iu the moon would be insufficient to ,:_
significantly affect the conclusions drawn as a result of ordinary pressure _
experiments.
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TABLE 2.16-11
SPECTRUM OF ALUMINA (AFTER BURCH,lq6b)
i
INDEX OF REFRACTION 1.765 1
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS, CM**-I
T
MICRONS 1473.K 1773.K 1873.K 1973.K 22q3.K
I 0.50 0.0450 0.1100 0.2600 0.4000 0.3000
2 0.75 0.0140 0.0770 0.2000 0.3000 0.2500
3 1.00 0.0078 0.0550 0.1500 0.2500 0.2100
4 1.25 0.0052 0.0410 0.1100 0.2000 O. 1900 _
5 1.50 O. 0040 0.0320 0.0900 0.17 O0 0.1700 [
6 1.75 O, 0034 0.0270 0.0730 0.1300 0.1400
7 2.00 0.0033 0.0230 0.0620 0.1100 0.1200
8 2.25 0,003_ 0.0220 0.0590 O. 1000 0.1200
9 2.50 0.0040 o.0.,20 0.0550 0.0930 o. 1200
10 2.75 0.0050 0.0250 0.0570 0.0910 O. 1200 _j:11 3.00 O. 0080 0.0340 0.0670 0.0990 O. 1300
12 3.25 0.0220 0.0550 0, 0900 O. 1100 O. 1700
13 3.50 0.0700 0;,1100 0.1700 0.2000 0.2500 [
14 3.75 O. 1900 0,2700 0.3600 0.4000 0,5100 _
15 4.0G 0.4300 0.6000 u.7000 0.7900 1.0000
16 4.25 0.8100 1.1000 1.2000 1.4000 1.8000 IF
17 _,.50 1.5000 2.0000 2.3000 2.5000 3.3000 L
18 4.75 2.3000 3.3000 4.0000 4.2000 5._000
19 5.00 3.7000 5.3000 6.5000 7.0000 8.7000 r
AB$ORPTIONI 5.75E,-03 3.45E-02 8.64E-02 1.45E-01 1.68E-01
MEAN PATHI_CM 1.74E 02 2.90E Ol 1,16E Ol 6.89E O0 5.96E O0
CONOUCIIVITYt 5.23E Ol 1.52E 01 7.16E 00 4.99E O0 6.77E O0
L!
ABSORPT ION2 4.54E-03 3.17E-. 02 8.36E-02 1.46E-01 1.69E-01
MEAN PATH2tCM 2.20E 02 3.16E Oi 1.20E Ol 6.84E O0 _.93E O0CONDUCTIVITY2 6.63E 01 1.66E Ol 7.40E O0 _,.95E 00 6.74E O0 U
II
Calculated by numerical integration of equation (2.16-10)
Calculated by equation (2.16-11)
t
|
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I If room temperature spuctra of the materials of interest werei
available one could attempt to extrapolate them to the high temperatures
• _ prevailing in the moon and in the earth. Because of the unfortunate
_ dearth of such spect;a, we can only indicate what factors are most likely
to be important. A number of workers (Clark, 19575; Lawson and Jamleson,
i 1958) have discussed these factors and attempted to make quantitative esti-
mates of their contributions to total absorption. The mechanisms ,_fab-
i sorption _ich must be considered are:
' (I) Vibrational transition absorption (including lattice
* and internal vibrations);
(2) Free carrier absorption (free electrons, holes, etc.);
(3) IntJylnsic semiconductor absorption (tzansitions from _
valence to conduction bands); • X
(4) Absorptions due to impurities (including extrin_ic _
electronic transitions between bound stutes or to the conduction band)
or transition me_al "ons where tbes_ are not impurities.
We have already mentioned that increasing temperature would
h_
expected to broaden the vibrational bands resulting in some changes in _.
[ The magnltude of free carrier absorption may be estimated from electrical
conductivity measurements of the earthas mantle using the formula
] _ = 120_ (2.i6-i2)
n
where o e is the electrical conductivity in (ohm cm) "I 'i*and n i_ the refractive index.
_ile Lawson and Jamleson have disagreed with Clark on the magnitude of ifre carrier bsorption in the earth's eep m_ntle, they are agree _hat in
the upper mantle, where conditions most resemble the moon, it is the principal
H limiting absoxptlon mechanism.
Another mechanism, that of electronic absorptlon by transition
g metal ions, has also bL_en considered by Clark_ _and Lawson and Jamieson.
-They conclude that, due to the position and Intensity of.such bands, this
B type of absorption is not very important in rp_ative transfer. The samedrguments could be applied to exciton absorption which should be _ntirely !
i unimportant.
S7
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i From the above qualitativ_ arguments it should be apparent that,
whil_ existing theory may be able to indicaEe what the significant absorption
mechanisms are_ there are so many complicating factors that prediction of
detailed variation of the conductivity of most minerals at high temperatures
and pressures is uncertain.
In addition to absorption photon transmission may be limited by
scattering. Lee and Kingery (1960) have sho_ that in sintered polycrystal-
line oxides the major factor limiting infrared transmission is scattering
. by porosity but at the pressures encountered in the moon, porosity cannot
oe a factor. Clark (1957a) has pointed out that in the earth, scattering
may be more important than absorption in materials such as olivine. When
we remember that In our _od_" the mantle does not consist of pure olivine
the importance of considering scattering is at once apparent.
Neglecting ebsorption effects, the transmission of a transparent
solid containing isolated scattering centers may be written _
dI/dX = -KNsl (2.16-13)
= -SI i
, where I is the intensity of the radiation;
N is the number of scattering centers per unit volume; (-
: s is the effective scattering cross section of the particle_; t_
K is the total scatteri_.gcoefflclent. _-
[K is a slowly varying function of the dimensionless parameter
p = 4_r(m-!) (2.16114)
L
where X is the wavelength in the matrix an_ m is the relative refractive
i
index of the scattering center and the matrix. _
Let us consider a rock consisting entircly of olivine, pyroxene
_and plagloclase fel_spar i_ which the plagiocl_se makes up about 10% by
volume of the rock.: Yolluwlng Lee and Kingery the scattering coefflcien_
S(_) may be written as
3K(_)Vs/4r (2.16-15)
where Vs is the volume fraction of the scattering material. _
When [Pl iS large. L
_. K(X) ~ 2 (2.16-16)
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Neglecting effects of anlsotzopy we may take the index of refraction of
plagloclasc as approximately 1,56 and the combined olivine and pyroxene as
1.66 (Rodgers and Kerr, 1942). If the relative indices remain about the
-- same in the infrared
-_| m _ .94 ..
!_ and IPl _ .757 r/_. (2.16-!7)
It is sufficient for orr purpose to nute that IPl >> i when the
radius of the particle is greater than several tens of microns. It would
seem that because of the long times available for crystallization in the
moon, the grain sizes of the major minerals _ouid not be much smaller
than this.
For a fixed volume percent of scatterie g centers, as long as
the particle size is large compared to the wavelength the mean free path _
will be essentially independent of temperature and inve:sely proportionalto the particle radius. Mean free paths fo photon scact rlng f a mixture -'_
of 10% plagioclase and 90Z olivine and/or pyroxene for several particle _'
sizes have been estimated and are shown In Figure 2.16-2. These are of _2
course independent Jf temperature. If the particle sizes of the plagloclase
_ is of _he order of I mm then the mean free path will be of the order of a _/_
U
centimeter. This is essentially the sa=e order of magnitude as Clark _!!_
(1957b) has estimated assuming crystal diameters the order of a centimeterand scattering by all the crystal boundaries. While the scattering estlmates
are by necessity quite crude they indicate that this may be the most sIgnl-
l ficant factor in determining thermal conductivlty.2.164 Th@rmal Conductivity of the Model
I Based the above discussion have standard -_
on we adopted a phonon
conductivity k which is equal to .055 watts cm'loK "1 at 273°K and _4ch _
I is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature. This corresponds --
to the phonon conductivity for olivlne reported by Kingery et al (1954).
We have assumed any electronic contribution to heat transfer is negligible.Because of the uncertainty in the magnitude of the photon mean free path
we have not selected a fixed value but rather have been forced to Consider
a variety of values. We have_ h_wever, imposed the condition that the i
photon mean free path is proportional to the temperature. This approximates
!
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the form to be expected if absorption rather than scattering dominates and ri
the mean free path is controlled by the movement of the blackbody function
away from the infrared edge as the temperature increases. While a constant
or a more rapidly changing photon mean free path might be more realistic we
feel that the uncertainties in the data are potentially a source of much
greater error than the choice of the temperature variation of the _ean free
path.
The standard total _onductivity theu is given by
: k = k T /T + 16an2T_-(To)/T (2.16-18)p 0 0
,! Substituting an index of refraction of 1,7 which we have adopted
J as standard for the hypothetical moon model and the standard value of k at
P
273 ° into (2.16-18) yields _
k = 0.055x273tT + 8.74xlo'llT4_(273"K)/273 (2.16-19)
i-
in watts/cm °K. Except when constant conductlvitles have been used to
L
illustrate specific points this form has been used for all thermal calcula-
tions, i"
2.17 Standard Model Parameter_ L
,_ AS a basis for calculations of volcanic history we selected a
; set of standard parameters to approximate the significant physical properties _.!
! of a moon whose composition is equivalent to co_blnations of basalt and
_I dunite In the ratios of l:3p 1:43 and 1:5, The values of these parameters
_i are summarized in Tablz 2.17-1. It should be apparent from the preceding
discussion that each specific value chosen is only an attempt to provide
a realietlc first approximation to the average behavior of the material in
the interior of the moon Under the pressure and temperatures likely to be _3
'_ encountered. As our understanding grows each parameter will have to be re-
fiued until complete agreement bet_een observations and theory is reache_. [i
_ j
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! TABLE 2.17-1
STANDARD MODEL PAPAMETERS
I
I Radius 1700 km
I| Uranium content in basalt 0.2 ppm
t: Uranium content in dunlte 0.0
Specific heat 1.1 joules/gm deg
I Heat of fusion for basalt fraction 500 joules/gm
. • z
Melting temperature at i atmosphere 1500°K
-!i Slope of _elting curve ll.0°K/kil.obar
Basalt density 3.0 gm/cm3 :
il Dunite density = 3.42 gm/cm 3 'Phonon conductivity at 213°K .055 watts/cm °K
Index of refraction 1.7 J'
Photon mean free path at 273°K Variable _
iI Basalt toduniteratio 1:3 1:4 1:5 _Uranium contenz in mixture, ppm .05 .04 0.03 _ _
Mean density, gm/cm3 3.33 3.33 3.34 &_
_I] _?_}-
•Ii
!
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I 2.2 MAGMA GENERATION ON THE MOON
.| We have assumed in our model that _nce magma is formed _t is imme-
i diately transported from the region of generation to the surface. Magmageneration, igneous activity, and volcanism thus become different aspects
of the same phenomenon and for the purposes of this section we shall use
the three terms interch&ngeably. The nature of magma generation can
best be understood in terms of the way it should act to control the
internal temperature distribution of the moon. We shall therefore look
briefly at this aspect before proceeding with a discussion of the volcanic
history.
2.21 Role of Volcanism in Thermal History
On a planet which is heating by radioactive decay two factors,
-S
thermal conduction and volcanism, compete to keep the planet from melting
entirely. While thermal;conduction has been intensively studied, the
role of volcanism has been 1_rgely neglected because it contributes little
to the total heat flow.
To isolate the effects of Volcanic activity let us consider what
would happen if the moon had all the properties of the standard model
(Table 2.17-1) except for a constant thermal conductivity of .02 watts/cm °K.
Such a conductivity is typical of rocks measured at the surface, but lower
than that to be expected at depth. Figu':e 2.21-1 shows the predicted 1
present temperature distribution under the following conditions: i
a) Melting is neglected (Model 40)
b) Melting is allowed but the magma is not free to migrate (Model 41) I
c) The magma can migrate to the surface where it cools but heat
sources are not preferentially concentrated in the melt (Mode[ 42) [b
d) Same ms (c) but the heat sources are concentrated in the melt
(Model 43). _'
For computational reasons so-called "present" temperature distribu- [
tions actually represent the temperature 0. lxlO 9 years in the future for p.
a moon which was at 273°K 4.5x109 years ago.
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,_ Examination of Figure 2.23-1 shows that near the surface the tem-
perature distributions for all four assumptions are very similar. Below
about 500 kilometers, where the melting temperatuxe is reached, the
_| temperatures developed under assumption (b) gradually begin to fall below
those for the assumption (a) until near the center the difference is
] "about 80 ° . This is approximately the temperature difference which would
be expected by allowing for the heat of fusion of 1/6 of the material.
I The temperature differences between (c) and (b) are similar but in (c)
an additional temperature drop of _everal tens of degrees has resulted
•,_ from the replacement of .he extruded lava by cooler material f_.om the
I layer above. Case (d) where the heat sources migrate _ith the melt _:
_} differs considerably from the other three in that the temperature has
' stabilized itself along the melting curve of the '_basalt"phase.
For simplicity in programming the model we ha_e assumed that after "
!I magma is removed from a layer, material with the average composition and
average temperature of the layer above it is mixed in to take its place.
Magma extruded on to the surface will be mixed throughout the entire j
thickness of the uppermost layer. These assumptions will sometimes lead :_"
; _ to an apparent diffusion of extrusive basalt downward into the mantle _.
rather than the more realistic accumulation at the surface. As the com- _ i
._ purer program has been designed to-keep track of _he total thickness ofmaterial extruded, one is able to compare the basalt concentration for _ _-_
the mixing model with that:resulting from surface accumulation alone. I_!_,_
The preaent basalt dlstrlbutlons forModel 43 computed for each of the ! _'_
•two different assumptions are compared in Figure 2.21-2. Both predict _'_
a concentration of this fraction near the surface, but the mixing assump-
tion results in a distribution over a greater depth than is perhaps
H realistic. However, as long as this assumption does not result in theprediction of an unrealistic amount of remi;ting of the extruded lava
_nto a region where it is remelt_d and re-extruded, and effect on the _prediction of magma generation should be negligible.
The influence of thermal conductivity on volcanism can be illust_ated
by seeing how each of the four present temperature distributionm,
illustrated in Figure 2.21-1, would be altered by increasing the
63 . ,
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conductivity to 5.5 x 10-2 watts/cm °K. Present temperature distributions
for Models 44 through 47, corresponding to 40 through 43 except for the
greater conductivity, are plotted in Figure 2.21-3. When volcanism and
differentiation of heat sources are assumed, the temperature remaina
below the melting temperature of the basalt as before, but because of
the increased efficiency of conduction, magma generation has only been
required below I000 kilometers. E,,enbelow this depth less differentia-
tion has been necessary to keep the planet from exceeding the melting
temperature of the basalt phase (Figure 2.21-4) and so the resultantr
i
_ "crust" formation has been much less complete. The term "crust" in this
sense has been used by analogy with the terrestrial oceanic crust whose
\._i seismic velocity iS consistant with it being primarily basalt.
: The above examples have been chosen to illustrate how volcanism
_. acts as a safety valve when normal thermal covdu=tivity alone cannot
i re ealltheheawhich,generated.Viewedthis ofthe
_!I effect of changing various parameters become intuitively obvious. While
a constant thermal conductivity has been chosen for sLnplicfty in illus-q
_I trating the safety valve analogy_ the same affects are observed when the
conductivity is assumed to be temperature dependent.
I 2.22 Volcanic Parameters
Satisfactory functions for the quantitative description of
volcanism should be easily relatable to the volcanic features observable
= : at the surface and to th thermal history of the planet.
J
To describe the intensity of volcanism we have selected two such
functions, the rate at which heat is being brought to the surface per
unit surface area Pv(t), and the volume of lava being supplied per unit
time per unit surface area Fv(t). The two are approximately related ,bY
the expression
Pv = ' {(To " TL)c + _PFv (2.22-1)
, where
,T ° is the surface temperature
TL is the lava temperature_
c is the-averag_ specific heat
_ is the latent heat of fusion of _he'melt
0 is the density.
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In the derivation of eqaatlon (2.22-1) and in the numerical si=ula- ;tion of generation we have neglected any possible i_,terchangeof mass
and heat between the melt and the mavtle through which it is moving. As
_I discussed in Chapter 3, this interchange is rrobably very important in
the mechanics of migration but _eglect of it should not be expected to
i significantly alter the main conclusions of the study of generation. <
By integration of tbe volcanic heat flow and the lava flow rate_ i
!I one can derive the total volcanic heat energy Ev(t) and the accurm,lated
lava or "crustal" thickness%
_I E (t)= f Pv(t)dt (2 22-2)
_I }-to
t
.[] L(t) =/ Fv(t)dt (2.22-3) ,_
_o -_
Combining (2.21-1), (2.21-2) and (2.21-3) yields
iIF Ev = {(To " TL)C + _}0I% (2.22-4) _ ,;
'" Use of equation (2.22-4) allows one to estimate the uotal volcanic -'
- heat flow from the tntal thickness of volcanic rocks present. For
il example, if we were to apply this to the earth's crust with standard
model parameters (Table 2.17-I) the extrusion of i0 km of basalt should _
produce about 5.5 x 109 Joules / cm . If this extrusion were uniformly
distributed over the life of the planet it woul" have resulted in an
I] average volcanic heat _low of 4 x I0-8 watts per square centimeter,
(J
which is far less than the present rate of terrestrial conductive f.ow,
l] 6 _ I0"6 watts per square centimeter.Before attempting to answer the question_ '"Nhen did th_ vol_anism
take place on the moon?" it is convenient to identify several times
1 associated with significant sta_e_ in the development of the functlon "_
Fv(t ). With no aprioxi knowledge of the behavior it seems appropriate
to consider what might happen on a hypothetical undiffere_ciated planet,
_|! U whose initial temperature is everywhere below the melting point of the ,
potential volcanic phase (Figure 2.22-1).
Before the time t s when volcanism starts Fv(t) will be zero. l
IV!
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FIGURE2.22-1 Significantimesin thevolcanichistoryof a planet.
ft
After ts, Fv(t) will increase uvtfl it reaches a maximum Fv max at a
time we shall call tmax after which it decreases and finally ceases at
time tc. The times at which Fv(t) --Fv max/2 we shall define as ta
for F(t) fncreasln ; and tb for F(t) decreasing. The three parameters
., At a = tmax - t a (2.22-5)
I Atb = tb - tmax
Arab = t b - ta
J provide a measure of the duration of the most significant part of the
-1 volcanism.Because of the ease with which an approximate correlation may be -
made bet_ceen the two functions Pv and Fv, we shall normally refer below
-)
i{ only to Fv recognizing that much of the discussion below is equally
applicable to Pv"
i] There will be, of course, small differences between Ca, tb, and
t as defined with reference to F and the corresponding times defined
max v
; | with reference to Pv' but the differences are small enough that we may
} neglect them.
{_I 2.23 The Onset of Volcanism
We shall first consf.der the starting t_me of volcanism t s. Although "::-
the use of a computer is useful for understanding fine details of the ° _--,
" , volcanic history many of the features are predictable from a much simpler
mode I. "__ "
A portion of the moon with density O and specific heat c which is 5 ,
far enough from the surface that conduction has not yet begun to remove _-_.;(_
i a substantial amount of heat from it will reach its melclng temperature _-'_Y--
Tm when _':\_"
ts _.
oc(T-To) = q(t)dt (2.__'-1) _,__
where t o is the time at which the planetts temperature .was To, _: /_'7
fl q(t) is the rate of heat production per unit volume.
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Now q(t) may be written in the form
q(t) = (_mi Cui) q*(t) (2.23-2)
where CUI is the concentr-_tion of uranium in the i th component: mi is
the mass of the i th component per unit volume and q*(t) is the thermal
power supplied by all the radioactive isotopes per unit mass of uranium
remaining at the present time.
An algorithm for computing q*(t) in watts per gram for a material
with the standard isotope ratios may be obtained by comparing equation
(2.23-2) with (2.12-5). For convenience in later calculations we have
plotted the function q*(t) as Figure 2.23-1.
Subst.ituting equation (2.23-2) into (2.23-1) yieldsi
ts
i oc(Tm"To)1_mlCvl= q*(t)d._ (2.23-3)
; to
• = Q _ts)
By comparing the function Q*(c), for the standard terrestrial
isotope ratios (Figure 2.23-2) with the function on the left of (2.23-3)
z
one can estimate the time at which generation should be expected _.t_ 7
begin. For example, suppose a region of the moo.Lwith the standard i
isotope ratios and thermal properties contains a mixture of 0.557 grams
of basalt per cm3 and 2.278 gr_ms of dunite per cm3 for a total density J
t
Of 3.34 grams per cm3. If 0.2 x 10 -6 Erams of uranium are associated
with each gram of basalt and the specific heat of the material is I.I
joules/gm deg,-the heat output per gram of uranium required to heat from
q* = 3.34 x I.I (1500-27Y
0.557 x0.2x10"6 ii_
=
= 4.05 x 10"IO Joules per gram Of uranium.
From Figure 2.23-2 we see that this amount of heat has been _enerated
about 1.9 x 109 years aftmr the tlme of formatior..
As ta in equation (2.23-3) has been derived on the assumption that i:
LJ
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I no heat has been conducted away, use of it to estimate the starting
time might not be expected to yield particularly accurate results. In
fact_ if the depth where the melting curve is first reached can beestimated_ use of the meltir, g temperature at this depth in conjunction
-. with equation (2.23-3) and Figure 2.23-2 usually predicts values of
I _i ts, which are very close to those given by the more sophisticated com-
puter calculations, which allow for the effects of thermal conductivity.
2.24 Duration of Volcanism -.
There are two factors influencing the duration of volcanism: the
i time necessary to melt and remove all the basalt from a given depth, and
the increase in t_,estarting tlm_ of magma generation with depth as a
a
r_sult of the increased melting temperature. The actual duration ofv_lcanism will be determined by whichever of these two effects dominates.
Let us first consider the time necessary to remove basalt from ai! •
., given region. Once a region reaches the melting temperature, if no heat
is being lost by conduction and if the basalt is removed as soon as it _ i_
is melted and replaced by material which has no heat sources, the rate _ _
of generation of magma will be :_"
. dmB/dt = CUBmBq*(t)/_ (2.24-I) I"
where CUB is the concentration of uzanlum in the basalt _i:U
mB is the mass of basalt in each cc. l_i
" If the melting temperature does not change significantly with :_pth_ __
equation (2.24-1) predicts that magma generation should co_Mnenceabruptly
and At = 0
0 If q*(t) does not change rapidly with time in the neighborhood of t s ,
,_ _ mB -roB(re) exp[ - Cuq*(ts) (t - ts)/_] (2.24-3)
Equatione (2.24-1) and (2.24-3) indicate that in the absence of
_ significant conduction losses the rate of magma generation _ich will be !proportional to the amount of basalt remaining and to the concentration
75
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Jof heat sources in this basalt, should decrease exponentially with a
relaxation time T of approximately
T = _/CuBq*(ts) (2.24"-4)
For exponential decay the half-llfe, which would correspond to _tb
defined in equations (2.22-5), is related to the relaxation time by
Atb = .693i
= .693/CuBq*(ts) (2.24-5)
' For standard isotope ratios and a uranium concentration in the basalt of
_ 0.2xlO "6, if melting takes place 2 x 109 years after the time of forma-
l tion, the relaxation time of magma generation should be about 120 x 106
} years and _tb about 80 x 106 years. If melting starts either very early4
1 or very late in-the moon's history, we would expect &tb to be decreased
! or increased, respectively, by about a factor of two.
: We now turn to an examination of the effect that the Increase of [
J
melting temperature with depth will have on the duration of volcanism.
!
While in our model the melting temperature for the "basalt" fraction _!
extends from 1500°K at the surface to nearly 2000°K at the center, most t
reallstlc assumptions for the cot,ductlvlty imply initial magma generation
at depths where the melting temperature is greater than 1800°K.
For the standard model with a total uranium concentration of
3.3 x 10-8 grams per gram in the pyrolite, the time necessary to heat [
to 2000=K is about 700 x 106 years longer than the time to heat to 1800°K.
If the uranium concentration is increased to 4.0xlO"8 or 5.0xl0-8, the
heating interval decreases to 400 x 106 years or 300 x 106 years, respec-
tively. These times are somewhat longer than those necessary to re- [
[
move badalt from a given depth and might be expected to increase _tb
considerably above the estimates predicted from equation (2.24-5).
[The change of time of initial melting with depth might also make _t a
significant, although the decreasing volume of basalt with decreasing C
J distance fr_ the center of _he planet combined with a relatively _mall
_. meltlng temperature gradient might act to maintain _t a small. The
manner in which the melting temperature gradient and heat conduction
76
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II combine to affect the volcanic history is best predicted by numerical :
simulation using the digital computer.
• m 2.25 Computer Simulation of Volcanic History and Cru_t Formation
i We have used the computer program to investigate the thermal history
of a number of models of the moon of three different compositions. The
| --! different compositions were obtained by mixing basalt with a uzanium
content of 0.2 ppm, with different amounts of dunlte containing no
uranium. For each composition the phonon conductivity was assumed to be
:
k = 0.055 273/T (2.25-1)
I p
_ the radiative conductivity was assumed to be given by
kr = 6 n2 oT3_ (2.25-2) ;
3
where
i _ = _273 ° x (T/273) (2.25-3)
The use of expression (2.25-3) is intended to approximate the form ._
I of the increase of the mean free path with temperature as a result of ._
the shift of the black body away from the infrared edge of the absorption
spectrum and implies that absorption rather than scatterlng provides the _._:
main limitation to the photon mean free path. The extreme uncertainties
] assoclated wlth thls assumptlon have already been discussed in Sectlon 2.16. l"i'
We have already pointed out that the starting time of magma generation _ _
in a moon of uniform composition should depend only on the total concen- :_
a tration of heat sources, the temperature at the time of formation and
the thermal conductivity. Figure 2.25-I shows the predicted times at
I which volcanic activity should begin in terms of the uranium concentra-
tio-_ and the photon mean free path at 273°K. It is apparent that if
I
I magma generation takes place at all, the starting time ts will be much
more sensitive to the uranium content than to the thermal conductivity. ,_" _
Thus, age determination on "early" volcanics, combined with uranium :_
contents, determined either from sampling of the "pre-volcantc" lunar
surface or from heat flow measurements_ should make an almost unique
estimate of the moon's temperature at the time of formation possible. _
If such a determination is considered tc be important in the objectives
!
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I of the Apollo, or subsequent programs, careful sample selection by the
astronauts with regard to the stratigraphic relationships would appear
to be required. In Figure 2.25-2 we have plottec the volcanic intensityfunction Fv(t) for the same models whose starting times for magma genera-
tion have just been discussed. All the models show a sharp onset of
volcanism with _ta so sharp that the computer output at intervals of
200 million years has shown a significant portion nf the rise time only
I in two of the models with low uranium contents. It is interesting, but
not surprising, to note that after generation begins all the functions Fv(t)
for a given composition decline very rapidly along almost identical curves.
Atb for these curves is of the order of 3 x 108 years, confirming that :
the affects of the melting temperature gradient predominate. As would
he expected, increasing the amount of basalt while keeping the uranium
concentration in the basalt constant will both increase the intensity
o_ volcanic activity and make it take place earlier.
The total thickness of basaltic extrusives and Intrusives which
remain on the moon's surface should provide another clue to the moon's
thermal history. Figure 2.25-3 shows the predicted integrated thick-
U ness Lv of the igneous rocks as a function of composition and photonmean free path. It is interesting to note that for all the models in-
vestigated there is a rather simple, almost linear relationship relating
the "crustal thickness" to the photon mean free path.
= L(0)-7.5xI07
U where L and _ are both measured In centimeters. _
¢
2.3 SUMMARY OF MAGMA GENERATION INVESTIGATION
On the basis of the above dlscus-lon we would predict that if themoon's composition is essentially the same as the earth's upper mantle
tr
i then it is entirely likely that magma generation has played an important -_..,_role in its thermal development by transferring radioactive heat sources
along with basalt magma from the deep interior to the surfsce. _,_-
I
Nhtle lack of experimental data on the thermal conductivity of the
rocks at high temperatures prevents prediction of the exact amount of
19
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volcanic activity, we believe that if volc?nism has taken place on the
moon it reache_ its maximum intensity within less than 108 years and
then declined approximately exponentially with a half life of the order
108 --of 3 x years. It wculd appear that if a_tronauts can obtain a
sample of the primeval surface material and an "early" volcanic rock an
almost unique estimate of the moon's temperature at the time of formation
should be possible. --
We have not extended our calculations to a moon of either entirely
basaltic or entirely granitic composition for several reasons. In the
first place, both of these assumptions appear to us to be incompatible
with the observed density. In addition, it weuld be necessary to predict
the manner in which the radioactive isotopes will distribute themselves
in various fractions of the basalt or the grahite and _hen set this :i
.L
equivalent to the low melting fraction. This would involve a lengthy
detailed study of the same magnitude as was necessary to determine the
melting relationships of the "pyrolite" composition. If we recall that !
the main evidence for a granitic moon results from the hypothesis that i
tektites are fused samples of the moon's surface, then we believe that i
there is ample evidence that near-surface differentiation of the primary
!
basaltic magma can form granitic __ ,'nyolitic iavas. This evidence will "I
:j
be discussed in the following chapter.
We have also neglected tidal effects on generation. Kopal (1963) _,I
has shown that if the moon _uuLd m=ixAt_in a viscosity of I018 poise_ it
could generate an appreciable amount of heat. The only regzons of the ii
earth's mantle where such e low viscosity might be approached i_ in the !
Peighborhood of upper mantle low velocity zones (McConnell, 1963_ 1965) ii
w_iere the meltin_ point of basalt is probably approached. Thus, the _I
only time we would expect the effective viscosity of the moon to drop
1018as low
poises would be when melting was about to begin anyway. LI
as
Any tidal _eatin 8 at this time would probably just speed up the already
rapid magma generation. ._
tl
Kaula (1963) has discussed tidal dissipation of energy if the moon '_
had a Q of i00 for distortion (Q is the ratio of the energy stored to }I i
! i
the energy disslpated per cycle). He concluded that, compared to radio- "J I_
_vthuv_.ti.le,!lnn _ '
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i active heating, the rate of tidal heating for the present orbit shouldbe insignificant. While we do not wish to speculate on the past orbits
i i of the moon, it is possible that if the moon were partially molten at
_ some time lower values of Q would cause an increase in tidal dissipation
for the present orbit. Presumably. as _ntioned above, any significant
heating under these circumstances would only act to speed up the expulsion
of the basalt phase after the melting temperature was reached.k
!
i!
. (i
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3. _I_GMA MIGRATION
In th_s chapter we shall be concerned with the mechanics of moving
a melt from the "primary" magma chamber where it is generated to a
"secondary" magma chamber near the surface of the planet, where it
either cools as an intrusive or from which it is erupted as an extrusive.
3.1 EXPULSION OF MAGMA FROM PRIMARY MAGMA CHA_ER
In the discussion of magma generation we pointed out that if a
small amount of melt were produced in a region where the pyroxene-
olivene mineral assemblage is stable and then the pressure were suddenly
decreased to a level where plagioclase, pyroxene and olivene were stable
minerals the amount of melt should almost doub]e. Although thi_ behavior
would seem to be in agreement with the popularly accepted theory that
magma generation results from a sudden pressure release, it has been
difficult to envisage how a large enough release can take place.
Turner and Verhoogen (1960) have discussed this problem in s, _e detail.
Many of the d_fficulties of the pressure release hypothesis can be
eliminated by postulating a lo_al pressure increase prior to the
decrease and expulsion of magma. It would appear to us that such a
pressure buildup is a necessary resL Lt of partial melting of pyrolite
, at pressures of the order of 20 kilobars; the pressures under which
!
Hawaiian magmas are likely formed (Eaton and Murata, 1960).
The type of process which we envisage taking place is portrayed
in Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2. Consider a region which is initially below
its "solidus" temperature. Upon heating e ore the solidus temperature,
j . unless some of the liquid can escape, the pressure inside the region
f
will increase rapidly as a result of the volume change on melting.
j If heating is localized in the neighborhood of the chamber the increase
will continue until heating stops, until shear failure extends to the
J
] surface, or until an opeu fracture is formed _n the wall rock allowing
j_ the melt to excape. Of these possible methods of stress relief the [
i only one which is likely to permit a magma to move to the surface is
i the open tensile fracture.I
! I
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In order to see how such a fracture could be produced let us
consider the effects of a pressure increase within a cylindrical or
spherical primary magma chamber w_ich is small compared to its depth
of burial (Figure 3.1-1). _ssuming that the pressure in the chamber
and wall rock is p before heating starts and that the walls are rigid
enough that appreciable shear stress release cannot take place within
the time necessary to cause melting 3 the stress acting across a radial
plane in the wall rock at its contact with the melt will be zero when
the p_essure in the chamber is 2p (see for example, Sokolnikoff 3 19563
p. 2873 395). Once initial fracturing has taken place the tendency
for an increase of the melt with any decrease in pressure would be
expected to maintain high pressure and cause the facture to continu_
to propagate toward the surface. L
! In Figure 3.1-2 we have reproduced part of Figure 2.13-6 showing
the predicted melting behavior of pyrolite-l:3. We have indicated by _
_J the dashed llne (s3b_c) how we would expect the pressure in the system
_ to change as it is heated through its melting range. If the starting
[
pressure were 20 kilobars 3 above the solidus temperature (voint a) the
pressure would increase simultaneously until the pressure is great
- enough to cause tensile fracturing in the surrounding region (b). As
rocks are normally very weak in tension this pressure would not be
expected to exceed 40 kilobars. As soon as a fracture forms_ which is
large enough that melt can flow easily into it, the high stresses
caused by the melt at the tip of the fracture will cause it to enlarge.
As the magma is expelled from the chamber the pressure will tend to
drop, but a pressure decrease favors a rapid increase in the melt _|
Jl
volume (c); thus the pressure tends to remain high and favors the
propagation of the crack and eventual out-flow of magma.
l 3.2 MAGMAMIGRATION THROUGH DIKES
After leaving the primary magma chamber the movement of a melt n
is controlled by'its viscosity, thermal properties and the pressure l
gradient. We shall first attempt to derive a simple theory illustrating
I how these factors interact to influence magma migration and then make l
86
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use of available data on the viscosity and other properties of basalt
magmas to examine the implications of the theory
5.21 Factors Influencing Migration Through DikesConsider an xdealized vertical feeder dike of width 2w
connecting a source of incompressible rr_gma at depth with the surfacet (Figure 3.2].-1). LeL uo choose the densities of the wall rock and the
melt to be Ow and Om, respectively, the z axis positive upward, and theL m
i x axis normal to the walls of the dike. If the magma deforms like an
incompressible Newtonian liquid, and the flow is sufficiently uniform
I that accelerations may be neglected the equations of motion may be
written
I =
1
where
i v is the velocity
i _ is the viscosity of the magmag is the gravitational acceleration
p is the pressure normal to the z axis
To determine the pressure gradient we note that the pressure
at a depth h outside the source region for the magma is p._h. If thew
source region cannot support shear stresses of the order (pw-Pm)gh , ./
whichtassuming a i0 percent volume difference_will be about i0 percent _
of the total pressure, the hydrostatic pressure in the chamber will be _ _
owgh and the pressure gradient in the column will be given by _
Equation (3.21-1) _ay then be itten
I _ !:q
I ;
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I
I
_--_ q(x) = (Om-Pw)g (3.21-3)
I
= p
xz
t
where p is then the effective pressure gradient driving the liquid.
_z
Integrating (3.21-3) with respect to x we find that
'-- X
_v _ f dx (3.21-4)
_x _(x) o
m
= p x/_(x)
_Z
and the rate of heat generation per unit volume is given by
q(x) = _(x) (_v/_x) 2 (3.21-5)
= (p z )2 x2/n(x)
Thus, if the viscosity is uniform over the width of the dike the
greatest power generation will occur near the edges.The total heat generated over the entire width of the dike
I| is given by i
Lt = (P z)2[ w 2 (3.21-6) _! 'Qn(x) Jo _ dx ,"_'-
_ ' q(x) _ "
if the viscosity is uniform everywhere '_"
2 __"- 2
(ptz) w
qn(x) = "" 37 (3.21-7 _
The flow velocity v may be obtained by integrating (3.21-4) _" "
I once more wlth respect to x yielding :_:_ii
!
| "
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x-P- / xdx
vCx_ =
,z n(x) + v(O) (3.21-8)
K J
If we impose the condition that v(x) is zezo at the outer boundary_
(3.21-8) may be rearranged to
w
- / x dx
v(x) = -P,z J _](X) (3.21-9)
x
if the viscosity does not vary this reduces to
V(X) : -p,z(W2-X2)/2_ (3.21-10)
If the viscosity is not uniform everywhere the equation (3.21-9) mush
be evaluated numerically.
The net flux of material_ V_ through the dike may be obtained by
integrating (3.21-9) with respect to x yielding
wt"
V(w) =) v(x) dx (3.21-11)I o
which for a constant viscosity reduces to
| v(w)= "P,zw3/3_ (3.z!-12)
Again, if the viscosity is not constant V(w) must be evaluated numeri
cally.
Let us consider a dike whose temperature is sufficieetly
uniform that the viscosity and temperature do not change appreciably
over the width of the dike. Then the total flow can be written
v - v(_ ,n(_),w) (3.21-13)
_Z
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Ii _ and
I -dV = _V dP,z _V ___ dT _V dw .......] ,z
In view of our simplifying assumption of relatively uniform viscosity
and temperature within the dike_ we may write from (3.21-12)
I _v/_,_ = -w3 3_ (3.21-15)
i and _V/_ = P,z w3/3q2 (3.21-16)
I _V/ct_a = "P,z w2/_l (3.21-17)
II Now under the assumptions of relative uniformitydT/dt - Qm/OCW (3.21-18) _
(Qq-qw)/0cw ! _ .
I where Qm is the heat being ret:ined in the melt and Qw is the heat
increases_ the walls will begin to melt increasing the effective
I width. We may write
dw/dt = f2Qm/p_ (3.21-19) l_i_:I T
where f is some function of the dike geometry flow rate, etc., which _ ilI is qual to n if all the heat is used fo melting and is zero if no _ ,"
melting takes place. Substituting equations (3.21-15) through _..:_
(3.21-19) into (3o21-12) yields _
LI:'I
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m m
d-_= 3_ + 0 (-7- - --_c ) (Qm-Qw)• (3.21-20)
As long as the function y defined by
_ + (%-Qw) (3.21-21
is negative the flow rate will increase.
I Let us first consider a fissure through which magma is
jij being driven by a fixed pressure gradient. As long as
(Q -Qw) > 0 43.21-22)
1j the flow rate will increase with time. As the heat of fusion isi
positive and, except for one important case which will be discussed
later, _/_T is usually negative under constant pressure gradient
condltions_ the condition for maintaining dike propagation reduces to
(Q-Qw) > 0 (3.21-23)
Now we may take as a rough estimate
% _ k(_-Tw)/W (3.21-24)
where Tm and Tw are the temperatures of the melt and wall, respectively.
Substituting (3.21-7) and (3.21-24) into (3.21-23) and setting the
latter to equal zero yields
4 (zm-z3)
w _ ' (3.21-25)
G,z)2
If the viscosity is known t.llsshould give a rough estimate of the
92
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I
minimum size fissure through which a magma can move under the effective
iI pressure gradient P,z" As the wall rock begins to warm !ess heat willbe conducted away and (Q -Qw ) will tend to become more positive and,
once established, the width of the fissure will grow indefinitely until
[ the flow rate is limited by the rate at which magma can be supplied by
the reservo_ depth.
' -I Let us now consider what will happen when the Flow rate is
!
fi_ed. Then _ * O, and
!f
_2._dt + p _ nc 8r (Qn'Qw) = o (3.21-26)
For the normal decrease in viscosity with increase in
ii temperature the pressure gradient will adjust itself until the heat
generated is just <qual to the heat lost fLom the sides, that i_ until
[I
temperature of the melt will increase causing the viscosity to drop _
and the walls of the fissure to melt away. Both these _ffects will act x -
to make (Q -Qw ) more negative while decreasing magnitude of the pressure
gradient. Thus if a mlgrstlng magma encounters a construction or _.,
barrier which locally increases the preseure _radient the rate of heat
[i production will Increase until the obstruction is asslmilated and the
gradient re_urns to its normal value. This process would appear to
provide a possible explanation for the extremely uniform widths observed'in intrusive dikes. To see whether the predicted e£f¢cts are of the
right order of magnitude we must first conside_ the viscosity of basalt
magmas.
3.22 The Influence of Viscosity on the MiEration of Basalt Mazm_A
Viscosity as__a,Function Temperature
3.221 of
The available data on the viscosity of bualts which we
!
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consider most reliable is summarized in two papers: in the first of
these Mackenzie (1957) has presented his own and previously reported
work by Bockris, Mackenzie, and Kitchener (1955) on binary mixtures of
alkali and alkaline earth metal silicates. These studies showed that
there is a small viscosity difference between an alkali metal silicate
and an alkaline earth silicate, and that viscosity varies with the silica
to metal oxide ratio. They also showed that each of the alkali metals
is equivalent in its effect. Similar behavior was found for the alkaline
earth metals. Mackenzie has developed an empirical method for calculating
l
!
j the viscosity of an MO-MO-SiO system.
i In the second paper Turkdogan and Bills (1960) have presented a
; critical review of work on the CaO-MgO-AIO -SiO 2 system by Machin and
Yee (1948): Machin, Yee and Hanna (1952) and by Kozakevitch (1959).
i They have also developed in their paper an empirical method of calculating
viscosity for a given composition in this four component system. _
f We have used the data from these two papers to estimate the viscosity
i variation of the standard basalt of the pyrolite. For
component purposes
of our estimation, we have simplified the composition of this basalt
_j (Table 3.22-1) to that given in Table 3,22-11. Mackenzie (].957) discussed| the discrete ion theory of silicate melts and accounted for the difference _
- _ between alkali and alkaline earth metal silicates and the equivalency
of different alkali metal or alkaline earth cations on the basis of the
_ ' cation charge. On this basis, and since we believe that iron exists in
basaltic magma primarily as ferrous ion, we have lumped the FeO, MgO, i
_ and CaO contents of the basalt as MO in Table 3.22-11. The Na_ and KaO L
i_I_ contents reported in Table 3.22-1 are presented as M_O in the simplified _
composition. We will first assume a water free melt and will ignore the [
l minor constituents of basalt such as MnO, PaOs, and TiO e. It is evident
ii I0/I. The data presented by Mackenzie indicates that this amount of
[M O would decrease the viscosity which we would have calculated assuming
i_:_ the metal oxide content as all MO by only a few percent. Therefore we
!_I have mad_ this ansumptlon and used the correlations of Turkdogen and [
_! Bills (1960) to e_tlmate the Silica equivalent of alumina based on the
r
" _rthur _.Rittlr,_#nr.
L.
............ l . __ I II I ,
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TABLE 3.22-1
_: Standard Basalt Composition
Oxide Wt ?o Moles/100_
I SiO 48.3 • 805
2
MgO 7.86 .195
] FeO 8.89 ii.59 .162
F%0s 3.02 as FeO
A1 0 14.35 .141 ,
2 s
. _ CaO I0.58 .189
Na 0 2.43 .039
i KaO .88 .009
>
' MnO .19 !
H20 .S3 _
TABLE 3.22-11 iI Simplified Basalt Composition .
Mole.._s M01e Fraction ."
A120 s .141 .091
| M_o .o48 .o31 .
MO .546 .354 -F
I
95
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molaratioA½0/M20+MO.
From data in tbeir paper we have drawn the curve given in Figure
3.22-1 as our estimate for the variation of the viscosity of a typical
:l
"dry" basalt in the temperature range from 1200 ° to 2300°K. We have !
also showm on this figure some curves taken from Eitel (1965) representing
work by Euler and Wlnkler (1957) who compared their own measurements of 1
viscosities of silicaLe melts wi h much earlier studies. While we cannot
assume that the_e melts were volatile free the agreement with our estimate !i
for a "dry" melt is good. _!
3.222 Viscosity as a Function of Pressure _
We have found no references t_ the quantitative effect of high _'
pressure on the viscosity of liquid siliat_s, but Steele and Webb (1963) _
have recently reviewed the existing high pressure studies on liquids in
general. The v_scosity of most substances increases with pressure at
constant temperature. The rate of change of viscosity generally increases
With increasing pressure. This behavior is the opposite of that observed
for most properties a_ pressure is increased.
Although many empirical relationships have been reported (Partington,
1951) for the variation of viscosity with temperature and pressure, we
Uhave found no reasonable basis for applying these to our situation.
Several attempts have also been made to develop relationships on a n
theoretical basis (see for example the work of Glasstone et al., 1941, H
and of Macedo and Litovltz, 1965).
II_. Theoretical developments utilize the concep_of free volume in a
liquid. One view of a liquid is that the essential difference between
it and a solid can be regarded as the introduction of holes; the volume
u
change on melting is then taken to be proportional to the number of holes
and is frequently called the free volume.
[!Now we do know the chan_es in melting temperature with pressure for
several silicates, and these are related to the volume change on melting
by-the relatlonshlp
dT AV
d'-P = _ _
-" 96
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Thus, if '.:eassume that the entropy of melting remains constant
with change in pressure we can calculate free volume as a function of
pressure. We have tried to make use of this information together with
the theoretical equations of Eyring et al. and of Macedo and Litovitz
to estimate the change in viscosity of a silicate liquid in going from
1 arm to 50 kb pressure at constant temperature. As our estimates differ
by orders of magnitude, we conclude that no useful value can be derived
by this means at the present time.
3.223 The Effect of Dissolved Volatiles on Viscosity
Of the numerous volatiles present in basalt lavas, water is
generally recognized as the major species and is therefore the one with i
whi:h we shall concern ourselves. Representative extrusive basalt
analyses show less than one percent water, but the amount present prior i
to eruption is not yet well established.
It has recently been reported by Engel and Engel (1964) that basalt i
. flows dredged from the deep ocean do not show the vesicular character
generally found in surface flows. Apparently as a result of the pressure [:
!
under which the flow occurs no gas bubbles are formed. This might be
interpreted as evidence for a total volatile content corresponding to a [
vapor pressure of less than 0.5 kilobars, since this represents the [
pressure under 5 kilometers of water.
With this pressure as an upper limit it is possible to estimate
the water content of basalt based on laboratory studies of water-contalning
silicates. Friedmen, Long and Smith (1963)ha, re studied the viscosity [
L
and water content of rhyolite glass. In their Figure 13 they present
•' water pressure vs. temperature curves for various weight percent water. [-
[By extrapolation we find that at 1500°K a pressure of 500 atmospheres
,_ corresponds to about 0.7 weight percent water. Shaw (1964) has recently [_
Lreviewed the data on water solubility in silicate melts in conjunction
With preparation of a theoretical paper. From his Figure 7a which
summarizes experimental data of several workers on the albite-water I"
system, we find that 500 atmospheres pressure correspons to about 0.05
mole fraction of water or roughly 0.4 weight percent water at 1300°K. _-
J
: .98
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Again in his Figure 7e for the system CaA!2Si206 SiO2-H20 in the
temperature range lO00 - 1600K we find that 500 atmospheres corresponds
_I to about .07 mole fraction or about 0.5 weight percent.
__ We conclude from the_e data that the actual water content of basalt
i before _enetrating the earthls crust is less than one percent by weight.
-7
i A similar conclusion is voiced by Einar on (1949) based on he explosive
behavior of magmas and on a critique of analytical errors which can favor
I high analytical results on glasses.
The water co_tent can affect viscosity _n two ways: either as
i dissolved water or an entrained gas bubbles. The effect of dissolved|
- water is to decrease the viscosity. Friedman et al., (1963) studied rhyolite
il to water contents of one weight percent and at temperatures of 770-I070K.They observed hat the change in viscosity decreases with increasing
water content and temperature. At I060°K their data indicate a viscosity
_ decrease of 2-3 orders of magnitude with addition of one weight percent L
water. ExtraFolation of thelr data to 1500°K indicates a change in
il viscosity of much less than one order in magnitude on addition of the
one weight percent water. _ecall also that the loss of volatiles will _ /
!! represent only a fractional change in the total volatile content. We
conalude from these data that at temperatures of 1300-1500°K corresponding !,.
to temperatures observed in basalt flows, the basalt viscosity will in- _ _:
, crease with loss of volatiles by only a few hundred percent at most. We _:
do not expect that any order of magnitude changes in viscosity are likely !_
due to changes in volatile content of the basalt. _
We show on Figure 3.22-1 some recent work of Shaw (1964) on obsidian _
l_I' at relatively high water content which indicates an order of magnitude _
i
change in viscosity for two weight percent change in water ccntent.
t_ 3.23 Comparison of Predicted Dike Widths with Field Evidence w-
_I --
!) Using the dry basalt curve of Figure 3.22-1 as a reasonable approxima- '_I_
i! tion to the viscosity of the basalt magmas, we may d_termlne whether thes mple theory developed for the flow of magma through a fissure predic s ':_
dikes of the size actually seen on earth.
I As the viscosity decreases with increasing temperature, we may make
use of equation (3.21-25) to estimate the minimum stable dike width. _:
q
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At 1500°K the viscosity would be 4.5xi02 poises.
Choosing T = 300 °
w
P,z .3x,O 3 dynes/cm- !
k = 5x10 -2 joules/,' _ °K
= 5xlO 5 ergs/cm
and substituting into (3.21-25) yields
w4 = 9x106 cm4
i w = 55 cm. :
J
As w is the half width of the dike, this would indicate for a melt of _
-: )
i this temperature and this viscosit_the narrowest fissure which could '
persist for a icng distance would be about one meter wide. f!
• At 1300°K the estimated viscosity would be about 1.8xl04 poises I_
and the calculated minimum width would be about 2.6 meters. For
Icelandic basalt flows, whose viscosities are normally estimated to be
around 104 poises, Th.rarins: )n (1965) has estimated "4 _ 2 meters as
a reasonable width for eruption fissures I00 meters below the surface." _
U
Bodvarsson and _alker (1964): computed the average width of I000 dikes
in East Icel_nd to be around 3 meters_ and the average of 451_ dike_
-further south to be 3.7 meters. Thus the agreement of the theory with
v field observations would seem to establish the validity of the former.
3.24 Termination of Migratlon'by Exsolution of Vo1_ile.
In our above discussion of viscosity we pointed out that formatJon
tl" of gas bubbles and vesiculation begins at pressures of less th_n 500
atmospheres. In our opinion bubbles may be expected to have _ profound
effect on the viscosity and ultimately m_y bring about termination of
U
the dike. Let us_£irst consider the _ffect of the bubbles on the vis-
cosity.
,_ The effect of entrained gas on viscosity was examined by Einarsson
: (1949) in the laboratory in an attempt to interpret apparent order of
: magnitudedifferences observed in lava flows. He studied the viscosity
,. 100
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of an air-glycerlne mixture and found that viscosity markedly increased
with air content providing the air was well dispersed. The air bubbles
were of a diameter of 0.I - 0.2 mm and apparently surface tension was
-. such that the bubbles did not deform appreciably during flow. Now it
"I is wail known that solid particles dispersed in a liquid wi]l tend to
_! increase viscosity. For spheres of nearly equal slze_ relative viscosity
(_r) is related to concentration of the spheres in volume fraction C by
-_ the expression (Roscoe, 1953)
_J
-_ _r = (I - 1.35c) "2"5 (for C > 0.I0)
!
._ For a suspension of spheres of very diverse sizes
-2.5
1 _r = (I - c)
!
representing a slightly less rapid increase in _r with increasing con-
f] centration of spheres. The latter equation indicates a flve-fold vls-
_ cosity increase for C = 0.5 and 32-fold for C = .75. This indicates
_ very rapid rise with increasing gas content providing the gas bubbles
• behave as solid spheres and are of unequal size. Possibly the nucleation
and growth process may yield a mor_ equal size distribution of partlcles
[ and thus a more rapid change with gas content.
If we assume a one weight percent concentration of volatiles, this
content represents water sufficient for over a I000 fold increase In
magma volu at atmospheric pressure. Thus a 2-3 fold volume in,-rease
i] at a hu'zdred atmospheres or so pressure is easily visualized without 18rge
.changes in water content of the magma. These data indicate that an
evolution of finely dispersed gas in a viscous magma might readily in-f]
[_ crease viscosity of the magma by an order of magnitude or more.
It was mentioned above that if an increase in temperature resulted
in a large increase In viscosity the flow not to place.
would be able take
If a melt enters a region where the pressure is low enough that the vola- _
M tiles begin to come out of solution_ viscous heating will increase_ this _
will tend to increase the bubble content. Thus the stable flow theory _i_
l should break down. For the average basaltie magma we would expect this -to happen under pressures of the order of half a kilobar, corresponding
! ,
I I01
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to depths of a couple of kilometers on the earth. With its upward motJon
being resisted, the melt would probably move laterally lifting the over-
lying rock and forming a sill, lacolith or "secondary" magma chamber.
I
We conclude from the above discussion that the primary effect of _
volatiles on viscosity of basalt will most likely be found as the basalt
reaches a depth which is shallow enough that it suddenly finds itself
"super heated" with respect to its volatile content. Bu"ble formation !i
i
should occur rapidly throughout the viscous mass leading to almost an _-_
!! exponential rise in viscosity with increasing volume fraction of gas and .
possibly complete stoppage of the flow. In the viscous melt one can
:]
imagine that eoalesence of the bubbles would be relatively slow thus _Ii
requiring long ti_es for the magma and gas to separate. As the gas
bubbles coalesced and grew, they would become more deformable and the
mass might again decrease in viscosity causing further migration and
perhaps a volcanic eruption.
3.3 COMPARISON OF TERRESTRIAL AND LUNARMAGMAMIGRATION
From the above arguments we would conclude that there is not likely _
to be any major difference in the mechanism of removing magma from a
primary chamber on the earth or on the moon.
The stable width of a fissure is governed by the pressure gradient, _I
and the temperature dependence of the viscosity. From equation (3.21-25)
It appears that as a result of the lower pressure gradient a melt on the Jl
LJ
moon wltb the same temperature and viscosity as on the earth will requir_
a fissure which is V_6 _ 2.5 times as wide, to continue flowing. I]
From equation (3.2i-12) we would predict that the greater width of the |!
dike would more than make up-for the lower pressure gradient and would |l
result in a flow in the early stages which is 2.5 times as great as a [I
comparable one en the earth.
C_
As termination of migration due to exsolution of volatlles is [I
controlled mainly by pressure and volatile conten_ a melt on the moon
would be expected to form a magma chamber and begin crystallization
L/
about six times deeper on the moon tl,an similar magmas on the earth.
,#
This could have a very significant effect on the mechanics of subsequent []
eruption and on the shape and size of the volcanlc features at the surface.
m
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-. 4.1 INTRUSIVE CRYSTALLIZATION
I If the hypothesis about termination of upward migration by exsolutlon
.l
of volatiles is correct, it would appear that the entire subsequent history
I of intrusion and extrusion of melts may be controlled by their volatile
content. Once an upward flowi_g basalt magma encounters pressures low
enough , the water and other volatile gases begin to nucleate in small
i bubbles, thus tending to plug the upward flow. Now the magma might be
1 expected to spread horizontally forming'what could be called a sill,
!
I lopolith, or "secondary" magma chamber. The volume of the intrusive
would be accomodated by lifting the overlying rocks and causing the
_il phenomenon known as tumescenre _o be observed at the surface. On the
moon, formation of horizontal intrusion would be expected to begin at
_ the same pressures as on the earth and therefore at depths six times as
great: (i.e. on the order of tens of kilometers). It would appear that
i I the dimensions of this horizontal intrusion would be controlled by the
• _ amount of melt available and the strength of the overlying rocks. At <
[_ the present tlme we do not have any firm grounds for przdicting whether
il such an intrusive would be larger or smaller than a similar feature on _
'3 •
earth. This problem would require further study.
[_ As crystallizatlon of the melt progresses, the volatiles will become _
concentrated more and more in the residual liquid. As crystallization
act to supply heat to the system keeping the temperature high, the
will
pressure in the chamber will continue to increase until one of several _.I) ev nts takes place, r,
i} One possibility i._ that wall rocks ar_ strong enough to contain the _._
m_
pressure build up, and when low enough temperatures are reached, the gas _
} volume will decrease again. This is most likely tO OCCUr in a relatively
small, deep _ntrusive.
"_[) A second possibility is that if the volatiles are able to collect| J
near the roof of the chamber, the overlying rocks will be permeable
I] enough to allow them to escape through fumaroles. This is likely to
occur in low vtico|ity melts which cool very slowly.
103
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If the pressure builds up enough to ca.lsetensile fractures large _
enough for a stable dike configuration to be maintained, a low viscosie, _
melt may become mobile again and either form a new chamber closer to
the surface or be extruded as a flow. j_
If the viscosity of the residual liquid is so high that the oubbles
cannot agglomerate a,_dso high that the stab_ d_:e configuration requires _
a large fracture and a very large pressure gradient for flow to take place_
any fracture formed will become, in effect_ _elf-sealing. In this event _
15
the pressure will continue to build up until the strength of the o_erlying
rock is insufficient to contain it and ;iolent explosive eruptions will _|
result. Th_s type of eruption is the more likely if cooling has proceeded
to such an extent that the remaining liquid is relatively acidic. All _]
other factors being equal, it would appear that under lunar conditions
the lower gravity should res1,1tin slightly less efficient bubble agglomera-
tion and a larger stable dike size, bo_h of these factors may cause more _!_(
explosive activity than on the earth. The greater thickness of the over-
lying rocks might also act to contain the melt slightly longer, resulting i]
iJ
in a more acidic residual melt ard a greater tendency towards explosive
It should be emphasized that while the above speculations appear to
be qualitatively consistent, both with our models of magma behavior
developed in the preceedlng chapters and with observational evidence, it !J
has not been possible within the scope of the program to extend the
detailed mathematical analysls to a study of the dynamics of eruptions "'!_
in order to either confirm or refute them.
4.2 COOLINGOFEXTRUSIVES 11
As we now are convinced that the nature of the actual volcanic
eruption is controlled more by conditions existing in the secondary magma J]
lichamber rather than deeper in the mantle_ we see no reasonable grounds for
predicting the detailed form of extrusives without first developing an r]
adequate quantitative model to describe the interaction between the coo],. [t
i
lag melt within the secondary chamber_ its volatile constituents_ and the J
I]surrounding _ocks.
As the composlt'.on and degree of veslculation is controlled by the
_ 104
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i_ events within the secondary chamber, we would eXeeCt a similar spectrum
of mineral assemblages to be formed from the differentiation of basalt
i !| magmas on the moon as are formed on the earth. Simple preliminary cal-
culations of the surface cooling of an extrusive has indicated that a
' ]ava flow on the moon, which can only lose heat from its surface by
I r di tion, not cool much more slowly than a similar f ow on thewill
earth. Thus any significant mineralogical changes as a result of the
i high vacuum should be confined to the uppermost few centimeters of the
J
flow.
Because of the dbsence of an atmosphere, we would not expect as
wide a variety of surface textures on lunar extrusives as their terres-
trial counterparts. Some minor differences such as the degree of vesicula-
tlc" and welding may existj but we believe that it wou_d be premature at
this time to claim that lava flows on the moon are either more or less
vesicular than those cn the earth. More efficient bubble agglomeration
and hence greater loss of volatiles resulting from a larger volume cool-
ing more slowly might offset the increased vesiculatlon due to the high
vacuum on the surface.
' 4.3 VOLCANIC ELECTRICITY r,
Electrical activity _s another facet of volcanism which may exert
some control on depos._tlon of volcanic material. It has long been appre-
ciated that the clouds formed as the result of volcanic eruptions are
often highly electrified and that they can sometimes produce almost in-.
cessant lightning, comparable wlth the most violent thunderstorms.
Our understandln$ of the mechanism primJrily responsible for the
i _ electrification of both the thundercloud and the volcano cloud has been• quite limiLed. It has, however, been generally assumed by scientistr
I that in both kinds of clouds the princlple electrical charging process .....
arises from the fa_ i_._ of charged particulate matter.
In the case :: ,: _. _mnderstorm it has been assumed that heavy, fast
1 falling particles such as rain, sleet, or hail acquire one sign of
electricity while small cloud particles acquire an equal and opposite
charge. This initial charge separation process is then followed by a
subsequent large scale charge separation process in which the fast falling
l .
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particles iall away from the slower falling particles, thus doing electri-
cal werk and creating an electric field.
Until the present time the prevailing view of the cause of electrifi-
?
cation of the volcano cloud has been quite similar to the assumed mechanism
for thunderstorm electrification. In the past, it has been assumed that
big :_sh' (tephra) particles _cquire an electric charge of one polarity
while the smaller particles acquire an opposite charge and that as the
result of theSr differe_it terminal falling velocities they generate an
electrical dipole.
If the generation of electrification in a volcano cloud depends on
a process such as that described _.bove, it seems quite clear that a vol-
cano eruption on the moon could not generate charge. All evidence
suggests that there is nJ atmosphere on the moon, and in the absence of
a gas, big particles and little ones would all fall at exactly the same
velocitT and therefore no charge separation process w_uld take place.
In a recent paper Anderson et ai.(1965) describe atmospheric
electrical measurements carried out from ships and from an airplane of
the elecrrlfled cloud over the new volcanic island, Surtsey, off the
south coast of Iceland. The obscrvatiens and their interpretatien shed
some llgf " on the nature of the electrification processes resulting from
vu]c_..ic activity _nd shed considerable doubt on the mechanism of elec-
tx_.Lcatl_n that has generally been assumed. These new findings, there-
fore, have a covblderable bearing on our speculations concerning the
nature of electrification in different environments and it appears worth
considering how these new observations affect our thlnking about the
possible electrical processes of volcanos on the moon. |!
The recent observaLions at Surtsey are of particular interest in
connection with volcano electrification on the moon for they show that
I!in the case of this volcano, the gaged-have a l,lgh density of space charge
asl they issue from _he crater and that.the differential settli_,g of n
char_ed particles _lays a small or negligible rolz in electric charge U
generation. The observations at Surtsey shed considerable doubt on the
previously assumed mechanism of volcano charge generation and suggest Lw
that even though there is no atmosphere, volcanos on the mo_." could ,._
lo6
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strongly electrified.
The conclusion that volcanos on the moon would necessa_'ily generate
-; charge is of course Oy no means warranted by the observations on Surtsey.
I
__ As the article makes clear, it is possible that the strong electrification
observed at this volcano may well arise because of subterranean inter-
' actions between the hot lava and the sea water such as Blanchard (1964)
has observed in the laboratory. If the electrification at Surtsey is
being caused by the sea water, it is quite possible that a volcano on
the moon might be neutral, for certainly no sea water is present.
If we are to draw conclltsions concerning the possibility of volcano
electricity on the moon, it appears desirable to improve our knowledge
of the mechanism by which volcanos on the earth produce their charge.
At the present time we know that volcanos on earth far removed from the
4_
ocean are also el__trlfied but we do not know whether these volcanos
produce charge from a charge separation process taking place in the
atmosphere or below the surface of the earth Accordingly, it appeared
/
desirable to carry out further measurements on land volcanos such as Irazu,
which was recently active in Costa Rica. During February. 1965, we
attempted to obtain s_Jch information frfnu the volcano IrazuI in Costa Rica
wnicL had been erupting intermittently up until several days before our
party arrived. Although no eruptions took place during the ten day field z
study, several COm_e_LiSl photographs were obtained which appeared to
show electrical Icti'_Ity taking place within the crater. While the
; evidence pre_en_ed by these photographs is not conclusive, it would seem _ , .
, to indicste ",:hath_re also the particles were already charged as they _. _"
j left the crater. It wculd appear than "-,at particles expelled from lunar
-_, volcanos are likely to be electrified and the key to understandlng this _ _
! electrification will have to come from a better understanding of the !_ _"
' mechanics of eruption. :{ •
-_, _.4 CONCLUSION REGARDING MAt_4A CRYSTALLIZATION "_
_II ' " _
_,II We conclude on the basis of the above arguments that horizontal sills .
or iopoliths are to be expected on the moon at depths of the order of tens ,_
i of kilometers. These sills are likely to serve as seco.uary magma chambers ":,;!tJ
' which can supply.volcanos with more acidic melts upon partial crYs_alllza-
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_ tion. _ile this prediction would seem to be in line with the views of O'Keefe
(1963)_ Lowman (i963)9 and others who believe that tektites represent fused
samples of the lunar maria, we must point out that to make this prediction
more quantitative_ extension of the type of analysis we h_ve used in the
previous chapters to the study of the interaction between volatiles, melt,
a_d surrounding, rock is reqmire_. Such a study could also shed light on
the mechanism of electrical charge separation which apparently takes place
within the vent of volcanos.
|
J
!
i
!
i
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5. BEHAVIOR OF VOIATILES AT THE SUP_ACE
We have already discussed the manner in which volatiles might affect
_I the theological properties of the melt and mentioned their role in explo-
sive eruptions. To consider the transition between the magma chamber
:v and the surface, a better understanding of the interaction between the
_ volariles and the melt is required in order to have any reasonable
._ grounds for predicting the difference between lunar and terrestri_i
phenomena. Once the volatile elements become separated from the melt,
it is somewhat easier to predict their subsequent behavior and to deter-
mlne whether they are likely to remain at or near the present lunar
I
surface. We shall first consider those substances such as H20 and CO_
!'_ which exist as gases at relatively low temperatures and are normally
reported in analyse_ of terrestrial volcanic gases. We shall then dis-
] cuss the possible importance of such substances as metallic oxides and
!
j halides _.Ich vaporize at lava temperatures.
5:1 COMPONENTS WHICH ARE VOLATILE AT LOWER TEM2ERA_"XIRES
_I If the content of volatile species in lunar magmas is of the same
order of magnitude as the content observed in terrestrial magmas after
i as intrusives or as extrusives, we would quantities
cooling expect _r_ater
of these species to be volatilized during volcanic activity on the moon. . ;
_ If these liberated volatiles still remain on or near the surface, :
_'J they will be valuable both as clues to the geologic history and as _ :.
potentially valuable natural resources. Based on the assumption that _,differentiation on the moon is ccQperahle to that on the earth several
studies.have been-made to estimate wLether appreciable quantities of ;_
water or other volatiles should remain just below or on the moon's sur- ;_
face. _._
Hapke and Goldberg (1965) have evaluated the possibilities of perma- )_
frost layers at shallow depths on the moon as a function of the permeability
of lunar "soil". They concluded that the presence of permafrost is of
marginal possibility in the equatorial regions. In th_ polar regions, _,_-;_
R however, they concluded that if Juvenile water had diffused upward ;i i_
through a Dez_neable soil theze is a good possibility c£ finding p=rmafr_st
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!within a few meters of the surface.
Watson et al, (19617 a, b) considered the loss of water from the
lunar surface to be limited by the rate of evaporation from "cold traps"
formed by permanently shadowed areas having a temperature of 120°K or
]ess. They concluded that ice should now exist in such areas but other
magmatic volatiles such as S02, C02, H2S etc. will not be trapped as
solids by this process. In reaching this conclusion, however, they took
account only of the vapor pressure of the pure solid @hases and not of
i any gas hydrates which might be formed.
As it is known that the partial pressure of many gases over their
hydrates is much less than the vapor pressure of the pure substance in
Z
solid form it appears worthwhile to re-examine the possibility of
: finding volcanic gases on the lunar surface in the form of their solid
; hydrates. Before considering these hydrates, however, it will be desir-
able to review the properties of the various forms of pure ice and their
predicted stability on the lunar surface.
5.11 Properties of.Ice at Low Temperatures
J In making their estimate of the rate of evaporation of ice,
Watson et al. have used a value of about 1.4 x 10-12nnnof Hg for thel
vapor pressure at 120°K. This estimate is based on the d_ta of
Washburn (1933) for the vapor pressure of hexagonal ice extrapolated!
i. from much higher temperatures. The validity of this extrapolation for
'i hexagonal ice has been generally confirmed by Engelke (1965) who has
!_i-| made independent estimates of the vapor pressure from the calorimetric
_I data of Giauque and:Stout (1936) Their work further indicates thaCno
_'_ -phase changes take place in ice when it is cooled from0°C to low
,_ : temperatures under laboratory conditions. However, according to the
model of Watson et al, the ice is not cooled from 0°C but is first formed
at low Under these conditions, several have
tempe_ ature. investigators
j] found that s cubic form of ice is formed in the temperature range from
_" about 150"K to 180°K and an amorphous ice is formed below !50°K. These
I" results, base_ f_ el_ctron-dlffractlon, X-ray diffraction, and calorimetric
- investisations: have recently been reviewed by Blackman and Lisgarten (1958)
who point out that none of the cslorimetrlc investigations give any
1966006082-122
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indication of the transition between cubi,,and hexagonal ice. The heat
of transition between these two phases is therefore probably very small
f_ and the vapor pressure of cubic ice is probably close to the extrapolated
_j value for hexagonal ice.
For the transition at about 150°K from amorphous to crystalline ice
i
(probably cubic although this was not ascertained), various investigators
have obtained values ranging from 2 to 16 calories per gram for the heat
!
evolved. The lower values are considered least accurate because the iceJ
being measured was not all in the amorphous ."-m. However, even if a
i value of 16 calories per gram is accepted it is too small to make a
I significant differe_ce in the extrapolated vapor pressures for the
_l purposes of the present estimates.
._ 5.12 The Clathrate Gas Hydrates
In reaching the conclusion that volcanic gases such as SO , CO2_.
:_ and H2S will not be found on the lunar surface_ Watson et al_ (1961b)
took account only of the vapor pressure of the pure solid phases and
__ not of any possible hydrates which may be formed. Miller (1961) has
iJ
measured the partial pressure of gas over several hydrates at low tem-
_ peratures and has estimated the possibility of _inding gas hydrates on
_._ a number of the planets and their satellites. He concludes that there
_t is a good possibility of finding methane hydrate and similar hydrates _
i on some of the other members of the solar system. He does notj however, 'i
specifically consider the case of the moon.
i The chemistry of the clathrate gas hydrates has recently been re-
viewed by B_rrer and Stuart: (1957) and.by van C_r Waals and Platteeuw
ii (1959). The sL_bility of various gas hydrates in the solar system has
' been discussed by _.'ller (1961). _;
_I Figure s 5.12-1 an_ 5.12-2 show the vapor p_essure_ as functions _
_!t,_ of temperature in the vici, lty of 120°K for hexagonal ice_ and for
several volcanic gases and thelr hydrates. The values for hexagonal ice
lJ is extrapolated from the data of _shburn (1933). The lines for CH4 _
i
hydrate CO2 hydrate, and SO_ hydrate _re estimated from the vapor pressure
[I equations given byMiller (!961). The lin_ for P_S hydrate is based un _
an equation given by Mello_ (1930). The vapor fressure lines fo_ pure
i iii
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FIGgl_ 5;12-1 Vapor pressure as a function of temperatu_'e for
S02_ H2S and their hydrates - compared w_th
hexa$onal ice.
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SOs, C02, H2S , and C_4 are based on the compilation of Stull (1947).
It should be noLed that all these lines involve a large extrapolation
of the measured data to low temperature and pressure.
These results indicate that the degree of stabilization of these
volcanic gases by hydrate formation is somewhat variable. The vapor
pressure of CH4 and R_S hydrates at 120°K are approximately I_000 times
less than that of the pure substance3. The vapor pressure of SO2
hydrate is only slightly less than that of solid SO2 and the curves
appear to cross in the region of 90°K. With CO2 the crossover occurs
somewhat above 120°K. Because of the nature of the original data and
the large extrapolations involved, however, the reality of these cross-
over_ is highly questionable.
In any event it is evident from Figure 5.12-1 thac the equilibrium
vapor pressure of SO2 hydrate, the most stable of those considered, is
a_proximately six orders of magnitude higher than tha_ of hexagonal ice.
This indicates that hydrate formation has too little stabilizing effect
on any of these gases to _!gnif_cantly affect th_ conclusion of Watson
et .il.that they will not be retained on the lunar surface.
5.2 SUBSTANCES WHICH VAPORIZE AT LAVA TEMPERATURES
There appears to be a considerable amount of evidence that vaporiza-
tion of such substanceq as m_tallic oxides and halldes may be responsible
fox many of the effects normally associated with volcanism.
5.21 E_apnratlon from Lava Fountalns t Pools and Flows
Still and motion pictUres of eruptions on the volc_n_r is1_nd_
Surtsey, in February 196_ sho'_,that when fountains of molten lava are
active, a dense cloud of dark smoke forms that is carried off by the
L
wind (see Figure 5.21-1). More recent observations of this volcano
reported by BJornnson in the sun,her of 1964 describe _ similar phenomenon ,
in which a cloud of dark smoke was observed to form downwind of the I
quiet lake of molten lava that filled the crater.
The_e dark clouds, except for their color are quite similar in |
loca£1on and appearance to the clouds of white steam from erupclng
geysers and from heated pools in geothermal areas. Resemblance between _}_
the steam clouds and the volcanic clouds is so pronounced that they seem
1900082-12

to be formed by a similar mechanism: i.e., the hot lava has a ! [gh
enough vapor pressure for appreciable quantities of it to evaporate.
Upon mixing with the much cooler atmosphere the vapor then condenses to
form visible aerosol particles in much the same way that condensing
water gas forms the visible aerosol particles called "steam". Since
water and other substance_ condense th_s way to form aerosols, it seems
reasonable that the lava vapors may condense in a similar manner either
as vitreous droplets or as small crystalline particles.
i To see whether significant evaporation would be expected from
j basalt, existing data m the vapor pressures and evaporation rates of
j the pure metal oxides found in basalt were examined. Some of thesedata are show,l in Figures 5.21-2 and 5.21-3, respectively. Of the oxides,
vapor pressures of Na20 and KaO are particularly high. At 1400°K the
calculated rate of evaporation for pure KeO into a vacuum would be of
the order of I gram per square centimete_ per second; for Nae0 the rate
would be about .03 grams per square _entimeter per second. These figures
should not, in general, be extrapolated directly to a basalt lava. in
i an ideal solution the pressure of an oxld_ in a melt would be proportional
to its concentration; on this basis, since KeO only forms about one per-
cent of our standard basalt, its initia_ evaporation rate in a vacuum
would be estimated as 0.Ol grams per square centimater per second. How-
ever, even this estimate is probably too high; one must recognize that
these mixed oxides have a greater stability than the_r components due
to chemical interaction. For example KeSIO s has a vapor pressure three
orders of magnitude lower than K O rather than the one-half one would2
predict from an ideal solution. In addition the evaporation rates would
be further decreased as the surface becomes depleted in the high vapor
pressure components and ultimately would be limited by the rates of
evaporation of the less volatile species. The presence of apprec_e [e
pressures of the evaporating species above the interface _ould of course
further decrease the rate of evaporation.
On the other hand some factors could act to increase the rate of
vaDorlzatlon above chose shown in Figure 5.21-3. As water vapor will
often accelerate the vapprigation rate of oxldes_ the estimates provided
116
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by the pure oxide analyses may be in error by several orders of magnitude.
For exzmple: experiments performed on boron oxide at 1500°K show that in
a dry system it has a vapor pressure of 10-5 atmospheres, but calculations
indicate that a pressure of 10+5 atmospheres of HBOp. would be in equillbrlum
with one bar of water vapor and liquid boric oxide. Other volatile gases
ouch as HeS could be expected co act in the same way as H20.
While mixed oxides frequently have greater stability than their
components, mixed vapor species may also be forr=ed which are more volatile
than the separate oxides. While the sill¢ tea have not been experimentally
studied, mass spectrometric studies of other systems we have inve_tlgated
in the past have revealed many unexpected volatile molecules.
In order to confirm that hot lava could evaporate into the atmosphere
producing aerosols, we carried out several simple experiments. We observed
smoke to form when we melted basalts on an electrically heated wire fila-
ment and in a crucible. Basalt heated in air to around 1400°C in a
platinum crucible produced a light brown condensate on a water cooled
glass flask above the crucible (Figure 5.2-4). A mixture of basalt and
dunite heated to about 1500°C under reducing conditions (in a graphite
crucible in argon) produced a "smoke" containing dark bromli_h gray
structures resembling cobwebs. X-ray diffraction of these "cobwebs"
indicated the presence of Si, SiO_, Mg2Si _nd MgO. X-ray fluorescence
of both deposits showed strong evidence of K, Ca, Fe and Si.
5.22 Vaporization in Phreatic Eruptions ..
If particles can condense from the gas phase over lava fountains _
• and lakes, similar processes might take place in a phreatic eruption; • _d
some gaseous components from the hot lava may be present in the gas phase -_
of the high velocity eruption that will condense to foxm an aerosol when _ _s,--
c"_llng takes place by adiabatic expansion or by mixing with the atmosphere. _ ._._[_%
: While the larger particles of tephra in a volcanic eruption are undoubtedly -_ _,
formed by atomization and conm_nution of lava, it appears quite possible _
that some of the smaller tephra particles result from the condensation
i and growth of aerosol particles from the vapor phase. • "ii'_!
It is well established that large numbers of very small particles _ _:_j":
are injected into the atmosphere from phreatlc eruptions. All of the _ _ :_,_:
: 119 , -" !__ ,''.:_'
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evidence suggests that the spectacular meteorc!oglca] optical phenomena
such as vividly colored sunsets and Bishop's rings associated with vol-
canic eruptions are the result of such particles. Since the optical
phenomena extend over large portions of the globe and persist for months
or evec years (Burdecki_ 1964) the particles _=st be so small that they
settle very slowly, deBary and Bullrich (1959) state that in order to
have Bishop's rings it is necessary to have:
a) an abnormally dense layer of aerosol particles with almost
identical radii of 0.3-0.4 microns at a constant altitude;
b) a concentration of aerosol particles 5 to i0 times greater
than _sual.
These aerosol particles are so small and so uniform that it appears un-
likely that they result from comminution or atomization; it seems far
more probable to us that this class of particulate matter is the result
of condensation from the vapor phase.
While we do not yet nave a quantitative theory which can explain
all the features associated with explosive eruptions we believe that
some of the processes taking place in the eruption may be similar to
those in the screening smoke generators developed by Langmuir and Schaefer
(1948). Here a high boiling petroleum oil was vaporized along with water
and then allowed to escape at high velocity into the atmosphere where it
\
condensed as an aerosol.
Thus it seems likely that the formation and properties of the high |
temperature clouds of the volcano are in some ways similar to ordinary
atmospheric water clouds. It would therefore appear worthwile to obtain _
quantitative information concerning the partial pressures of the components _ -_
of the lava vapor during volcanic eruptions. If the vapor pressures are _ ,,_
comparable to the partial pressures of water vapor in the atmosphere, a _ __,_,
significant portion of volcano clouds and of the small tephra particles _ "
may be formed by a condensation and coagulation process similar to that
which occurs in water clouds. Conceivably, if the partial pressure of _ -._
the lava components is sufficiently high, the heat released by the forms-
tion of liquid or solid cloud particles may be of significance in the _ _
formation of nudes ardentes. _ _i_
121 i_,_ _
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5.23 Vapor Deposition.on the Moon
It is apparent that in the processes we observed to take place
over Surtsey the ambient atmosphere is of dominant importance. The
presence of an atmosphere affects the formation and deposition of aero-
sols in at least four ways:
I. It maintains a high enough concentration of the lava
gas to allow sufficient supersaturation for particle formation by
condensation.
2. It causes sudden quenching of the hot gases by mixing
and expansion.
3. It prevents rapid falling of the particles.
4. It transports the particles by the wind.
Because of the atmosphere's great influence on the behavior of hotLI
I lava vapors, it is interesting to consider what sort of processes
! might take place in nature under the conditions of very low atmospheric
pressure which exist on the moon. Here when silicates vaporize from
i volcanism or other causes the results will be different. At these very "low pressures the mean free path of the molecules will be large and the =
i chances of their coming together to condense to form a particle will be
v
negligibly small.Using the analysis of Watson et al. (1961) it can be shown that
I "the average distauce, D, that a molecule liberated from a hot surface
_ on the moon will travel before reaching the surface again is
D = .886 ;2/g (5.23-1)where .
'I v = 3RT/m is the mean square velocity
and R is the gas constant
T is the absolute temperature
m is the molecular weight
g is the gravitational acceleration.
r
Values of D for a number of species as a function of temperature, cal-
culated fromthls equation, are shown in Figure 5.23-i. It is apparent
that the average distances a molecule will travel after liberation from _'
122
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the mo]ten magma will be of the order of hundreds of kilometers. This .=
will insure relatively uniform deposition over a substantial fraction
of the moon's surface, even from a small area of melt.
To investigate effects of vacuum, we performed a simple experiment
by heating about 1/5 gram of basalt to about 1200°C in a vacuum of 10-4
torr for a few minutes. This produced a dark brown film several microns
thick on a microscope slide suspended above the melt. Again X-ray
fluorescence showed strong lines of K, Ca and Fe. No good X-ray diffrac- _
tlon peaks were observed-from the thicker part8 of the deposit, but =_
under the optical microscope small particles showing apparent crystalline
outlines were observed on the thinner parts of the film (Figures 5.23-2 .,_
and 5.23-3). Dark field electron microscopy of thinner parts of the
film from the slide showed the presence of crystals ranging in size from _!_
several hundred to several thousand ang,troms.
The observed photometric properties of the surface of the moon i
are consistent with the idea that vapor deposition .mayhave played a
role in its formation. Hapke(1964) has summarized the photometric I_
Lcharacteristics of the entire visible portion of the lunar surface in
particular drawing attention to the low albedo, strong backscatterlng, c
unusual polarization properties, and brownish gray color. He concludes [
that the only materials that would be photometrically consistent with
Z"
the observations are some types of vegetation, non-metalllc whiskers )"
and dark finely divided particles. There can be no vegetation because
of the lack of atmosphere. He suggests that although whiskers might be [
t
formed by tl'h_combined effects of sputtering b_ the solar wind and
Lto survive under repeated meteorite bombardments. Hapke concludes that
the surface must be covered with a layer of pulverized rock powder ten
microns or so in slze which has been "darkened by exposure to solar
radiation or some other agent and arranged by micrometeorite bombardment
into a porous material with a bulk density only one tenth that of solid I'
rock." % comparison of Figure 5.21-4, Hapk_ and Van Horn's (1963)
photographs of a fine powder with the required "fairy-castle" packing [:
L
shows a strong resemblance. Simple preliminary measurements indicate
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that our light colored air-deposited material -Iso exhibits a strong
I backscattering peak. The materials evaporated under less oxidizing
conditions_ in a graphite crucible in argon or in a ,acuum_ showed con-
siderable darkening as would be expected.
The formation of particulate matter by the condensation of vapor-
ized compone,_ts of hot lava is undoubtedly important in the origin of .
terrestrial volcanic clouds and atmospheric aerosols. The volcanic
evaporation-condensatlon mechanism may alsobe one of the mechanisms
' which has contributed to the "fairy-castle" structure of the visible
, portion of the moon's surface.
i
! 5.3 AEROSOL STUDIES OF THE SURTSEY VOLCANOS
In early june of 1965 a new phreatic eruption began a few hundred
'_! meters _rom the Island of Surtsey off the south coast of Iceland. We
took advantage of this unusual opportunity by carrying out a sampling
i program to collect the particulate matter in the volcano cloud. As the
, j
program took place from June 24, 1965 to June 29, ]965, there was
'I insufficient time remaining within the contract period to do more thal,
a preliminary analysis on the material collected. However, we believe
.- that the qamples will provide valuable information about the mechanics
if. of volcanic eruptions when combined with later theoletlcal and experimental
5.
studies. Below we describe the sampling methods used in the progrsm and
>
discuss the results of the pre:imlnary analysis. ,_
5.31 The Sam_lln_ Pro.__
Particles _re collected primarily by filtration using the M_llipore
filter field monitors or by impactlon ot, glass slides. The Millipore
I field monitors are especially designed for air sampling work; the units
i
, are ass_mbied in ultraclean environments so background is low; they
are efficient collectors of particulate matter in the submicron rang_;
i i the collected matter can be preserved indefinitely in tile plastic con-
talner without fear of contamination; and they are amenable to a varietyf_
]
H of well-worked-out analytical techniques including electron microscopy
and NHR. Glass slides have an advantage over Millipore filters in that
H they are more suitable for microscopic observation of submlcron particles.
The Millipore filter is not wholly satisfa=tory for microscopic _baervation
I
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of small particles because of its surface structure.
On three separate occasions an airplane was rented and used to
collect samples of the particulates in the cloud emanating from the new
Surtsey volcano. On tw6 of these occasions samples were collected by
the slmple process of holding the :ilter or glass slide outside the
airplane. When the Millipore filter units were used in this fashion,
the top section of the monitor was replaced with a retaining ring to
allow full utilizatlon of the filter surface. The unit was usually
mounted on a modifled pipe "T", the center of which was adapted to a
rod used _o hold the unit outside the cockpit. At the usual airplane
speed of I00 mph, the estimated flow through the Millipore filter was
about 3 liters per minute. On the other occasion when the airplane
was u_ed for stapling, the Millipore filter unit was affixed to a
sampling probe, placed outside the airplane, and a flow of 12.5 Ipm
through the filter Was obtained by use of a portable 6 volt Gast pump.
Under these conditions the flow was much c_oser to isokinetic conditions
than when impact pressure was used to provide the flow. However, even
with the pump the flow was less than isoklnetlc and while we would expect
very little error for particles up to a few microns in diameter, the
collection of larger particles would be favored by these conditions.
y
_Leflshlng boat "Ran", owned and operated by August Olafsson,
was rented twice for tripe to the old Surtsey Tsland. The Gast pump was
: used Co provide flow through the Milllpore filter on these occasions
when the boat was near the plume. On one occasion, we passed dlrectly
under the plume and samples of rain were_also obtalnedon glass slides
and a Millipore filter. "
'_ On the surface of Surtsey, a number of samples were col_ected
using the Millipore:unfts and the Gast pump. Since thewlnd was blowing
" the smok_ plume away from the fsland, it is unlikely that these samples
are Significant. However, on one Occasion the unit was set up in the
lava field close to the new Surtsey volcano and the emanations from this
- _- lava field were sampled. We were unable co transport the battery to the
\
_, top of the old ,Surtsey crater but the particulate m_tter which was being
._ _ -emit,ted was co_lected on glass slides and Mtllipore filters placed
1966006082-142
!downwind of the crater.
5.32 Analysis of Collected Particulates
We have just begun to analyze the material collected in our sampling
program. Table 5.32-1 lists the results of a particle size analysis
of material collected on glass slides. This i- the analysis of the total
1 material collected and we would hope to repeat this study later for the
magnetic fraction.
i_ An attempt was also made to classify the particles as spherical and
!I non-spherical and these data are also listed in Table I. It should be
noted that our values for the fraction of spherical particles are greater
j than those determined by Hodge and Wright (1964) for volcanic material.
This may be due to the fact that our data are for the total dust rather
{_ than the magnetic fraction or may be simply due to the adoption of less
stringent criteria for classification as spherical.
r_
_ _i I Table 5.32-1 shows that by far the largest percentage of particulate :
matter is in the micron range. (The microscope and electron microscope
[_ also show that many of the larger particles are composed of aggregates[J
of smaller particles.) The smoke from the crater of the old volcano is
-] smaller than that in the plume of the new volcano as might be anticipated
. from the differences in the primary methods of cloud formation. Thei
smoke from the old volcano is very light and _cobably the result of
evaporation and condensation processes wht_reas the new volcano generates , :
a large amount of coarser material by mechanical means. A large perce_-
I'] _ age of the > lO-micron particle collected at the crater undoubtedly {
_ results from the contamination of the sl_de by blowing surface dust. i/_
6
[I Photomicrographs, bothwlththeoptlcalandelectronmlcroscopes, _ i__"_
have been taken of some of the glass slides and Milllpore filter samples, p_
These pictures and subsequent planned analytical processes, such as
i! electron diffraction and electron microprobe studies, may in the future
add appreciably to our understanding of the mechanic_s of volcanic erup-
5.4 CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE BEHAVIOR OF VOIATILES ESCAPING FROM LUNAR MAGMAS _=_
magma and their ability to provide p_essure for-expulsion of ma_nas from _t:_
&
! -
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the secondary chamber, volatiles may condense to form deposits of their
own. We have investigated several aspects of the behavio_after escaping
from the mel_ of those substances _Ich exist as gase_ at relatively low
temperatures and of those which vaporize at lava temperatures. Our more
significant conclusions are summarized below.
"_ The vapor pressures of several of the clathrate gas hydrates have
i}
been extrapolated to the region of 120_K using the best available data,
_-_ which in most cases leaves much to be desired. All the hydrates have
L| higher vapor pressures than ice but much lower vapor pressures than the
_. pure substance values used in previous studies of the stability of
iI volatiles on the moon. Even these lower pressures appear to be too high
to permit accumulation of clathrate gas hydrates in cold traps on the
moon under equilibrium conditions. Once formed, however, the clathrates
may be stable under cold trap conditions. Thus the clathrates, if
!_ found, will provide avaluable record of the conditions existing at !
an earlier stage of the moon's history.
9
From existing data the vapor pressures and evaporatlon rates ofpure metal oxides found in basalt has been assembled. Vapor pressures
of such oxides as K20 , Na20 and P401o appear to be high enough to result] in considerable evaporation from basalt lava. Depos ts formed abov
basalt heated in air in an argon atmosphere and in a vacuum of I0"_ _
FI torr confirm that appreciable evaporation from molten lava will take
I
place. Evaporation from any molten lava exit,dealonto the moon would
be expected to contribute to the formation of "fairy-castle" structure
by vapor depositing material over hundreds of thousands of square kilo-
H meters.We also believe that an appreciable fraction of the aerosol particles
s
produced in a phreatlc eruption on earth may be the result of condensa=ion
of material _from the vapor phase. On the moon this type of condensation _
may be-less significant: t_
131 .
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
After examinin_ the available evidence, we have found no compelling
reasons to assume that the moon's composition differs significantly from
that postulated by Ringwood and others for the earth's mantle. We have
approximated the composition by a mixture of basalt and dunite and have
used published data on silicate minerals to predict the thermal properties
and melting relationships as functions of pressure and temperature. The
more important aspects of these predicted functions have been selected
and used to extend the normal thermal history calculations of the moon
to include the effects of differentiation through igneous activity. The
calculations indicate that a brief period of intense volcanic activity
is likely to have occurred; the time at which this activity took place
will be primarily a function of the moon's temperature at the time of
its _ormation and the concentration of radioactive heat sources. Pro-
perly selected samples of the moon's surface rocks should thus make it
possible to determine the temperature at the time of formation. The
total thickness of extrusive and intrusive igneous rocks iS strongly
dependent on the efficiency of radiative heat transfer in removing heat
from the interior. Further experimental work on heat conduction in
silicates seems to be required.
; We have made use of the predicted melting relationships and heats
of fusion to propose a mechanism for ouddet generation of magma which
_, appears to be consistent with terrestrial geological evidence. There
seems to be noreason that a similar mechanism Could not have operated
on the moon.
Calcul&ttons, using published data on the viscosity of basalts in
• _ conJunctionwith a simple model for dike propagation, have yielded dike
dimensions which agree with field ob2ervations. When lunar pressure
gradients are substituted into the model, the minimum width of a dike
-which can transport appreciable amounts of material from the region of
generation is predicted to be roughly 2.5 times wider than a similar
dike in the earth. The flow of material through this lunar dike should
•also be about 2.5 times larger than through its terrestrial counterpart.
t s
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There is substantial evidence that magma migration through a dike
I should terminate as a result of a rapid increase in viscosity whenever
pressures become low enough for nucleation of bubbles of water and other
I constituents, be consistent with the observation
volatile This would
that most magmas er-pted into the earth's surface appear to have been
I differentiated from a primary basaltic magma in a near-surface chamber.
If the volatile hypothesis is correct_ the depth at which migration ,_
I stops and differentiation begins should be primarily controlled bypressure; secondary magma chambers should therefore be found about" six
times as deep on the moon as they are on the earth. As the evidence
for the effects of exsolution of volatiles on viscosity is incomplete
and partially cootradlctory_ we believe experimental and theoretical
investigations are necessary.
in this
Based on our present knowledge_ it does not appear unlikely that
a variety of rocks_ representing different stages of differentiation of
basaltic magmas_ will be found at or near the surface of the moon.
However_ the interaction between the volatile constituents and the melt _ _
}_- is of such importance that there seems to be no logical basis at this
time on which to predict crystal size 3 rock texture 3 or mineral assemblage.
_I S-ch predictions will have to wait until direct experimental evidence of
the properties of a volatile-magma mixture is available on which to found
i a quantitative theory. +
The evidence which we have at this time indicates that electriflca- _:i:
tion observed in terrestrial phreatic eruptions does not take place in
the atmosphere a_d thus the generation of charge must be considered in _"
._ It appears that although_:the clathrate gas hydrates have much lower
• vapor pressures than the pure substance values_ the pressures are not k
[i loWenough for these materials to be stable under "cold trap" condltions. _
Howeverj if they were formed under conditions different from those __
[J
There is strong evidence that evaporation of some of the metallic _
_iI oxide components of the melt takes place during volcanic eruptions. _i!_These oxides would be expected to distribute themselves over Several _
i33
m- m_' • _ _'i ,=_
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hundreds of thousands of square kilometers possibly contributing to the
formation of a "fairy-castle" type structure.
In summary, then, we belleve that although there are many interestin_
_nsolved problems of volcanlsm, the most pressing needs for the purposes
of lunar exploration are: determination of the radiative component of
thermal _ouductivlty for model rock types; experimental and theoretical
studies to determine the interaction of volatiles with a melt, with
particular emphasis on the rheologlcal properties; and theoretical study
of the dynamics of eruption using the experimental data on the effects
of volatiles.
i
J
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